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PLEASE RESPECT
THE MAIKOS’
PRIVACY
Maikos walking down kagai (geisha district) are in the middle of
their work. Shouting after them
and taking photos like paparazzi
is rude. Please don’t hold them up.

LAST MINUTE
RESTAURANT
CANCELLATIONS
When booking a table, the restaurant not only reserves seats but
also carefully prepares a series
of ingredients and fresh produce
in advance. Please don’t put this
effort to waste. You might be
charged a cancellation fee.

SHOES OFF
ON TATAMI

EAT UP!

To the Japanese the straw tatami
mat is a symbol of the traditional
Japanese tearoom and conveys
the image of cleanliness. When
entering a Japanese-style room,
please wear socks or stockings.

Finishing everything on your
plate is a sign of respect for the
food but also shows appreciation
for the person who prepared it.
Only order as much as you can
actually eat.

MANNERS

THROW YOUR
RUBBISH IN THE BIN
OR BRING IT HOME

IN KYOTO

To truly enjoy your holiday abroad,
it is important to familiarize yourself with some of the country’s basic
customs. This is particularly true for
Kyoto, a city that welcomes a great
number of foreign tourists every
year. It is important to respect the local laws and customs to ensure that
everyone can enjoy a trouble free
and pleasant stay. Please take note
of the signs posted in shrines and
temples so as to avoid doing or saying anything that may be considered
offensive. If you are unsure of something, a friendly English speaking
staff member is never too far away.

It is a custom in Japan to keep
public spaces as beautiful as
possible. Hence, the etiquette is
to bring all your rubbish home
with you. You may of course use
any public bins you come across
or ask a shop owner if you may
make use of their bin.

QUEUE-JUMPING
IS AN ABSOLUTE
NO-GO!

SMOKING IS
PROHIBITED
ON THE STREET

RED STOP!
RESPECT THE
TRAFFIC LIGHTS

Whether it is to pay respects at
the local shrine or entering a
shop, Japanese people will always
wait in line. If you arrive after
someone, make sure to join the
end of the queue, even if you are
in a hurry.

Smoking on the street is
extremely dangerous. Embers
may inadvertently cause injury
to people nearby or burn their
clothing. Smoke from cigarettes
may also affect the health of
people near you. Smoking is
prohibited on the streets of Kyoto.

In order to prevent any accidents,
do not cross the street anywhere
else than on a zebra-crossing. It is
also forbidden to begin crossing
when the green light is fl ashing
and about to turn red.
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ENJOY the TEA CEREMONY in
BRIGHTLY COLORED KIMONO

EXPERIENCE JAPANESE CULTURE FOR LASTING MEMORIES

W

hy not don a beautiful kimono to make
travel in Kyoto more sophisticated
and fun? Visitors can rent kimono or
yukata, an informal, cotton kimono often worn
in the summer, at RENTAL KIMONO SHOP YUME
KYOTO KODAIJI LOCATION conveniently located in
the popular sightseeing area of Higashiyama. An
extensive array of kimonos from colorful, modernstyles to chic, traditional designs suits every desire.
All the accessories required to wear a kimono are
also available for rental. For those who want the

whole experience, expert hair stylists and makeup
artists will complement the kimono with a matching
style. After completing preparations, take a stroll to
KODAI-JI Temple or the Higashiyama area, which
is a one-minute walk away. Experience the tea
ceremony and enjoy high-quality matcha green
tea and Japanese-style confections at nearby TEA
CEREMONY NAGOMI. Kimonos can be returned at
lodgings, such as traditional Japanese guest houses
and hotels, so visitors can explore Kyoto completely,
without worrying about the time.

茶道体験 なごみ和
TEA CEREMONY EXPERIENCE
TEA CEREMONY NAGOMI

レンタル着物 夢京都 高台寺店
RENTAL KIMONO SHOP
YUME KYOTO KODAIJI LOCATION

ENGLISH SPOKEN

31
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Wi-Fi

ENGLISH SPOKEN

HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P
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Wi-Fi

TEL 075-205-4538

TEL 075-541-4630

ADDRESS 京都市東山区桝屋町349-7 神田竹細工店2F

Kanda Bamboo Work Shop 2F, 349-7 Masuya-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市東山区高台寺南門通下河原東入ル桝屋町362-5 ますや 2F
Masuya 2F, 362-5 Masuya-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 10am-6pm CLOSED Open every day

OPEN 9am-6pm CLOSED Open every day

PRICE Opening Discount Price ¥2,300, Normal ¥2,500,

PRICE from ￥3,240 SMOKING No

Children under 12 ¥2,000

WEB http://kyoto-kimonorental.com/

SMOKING No WEB http://kyoto-nagomi-tea.com/
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HOW TO RIDE KYOTO CITY BUS
HOW TO

RIDE

BOARD FROM THE REAR

HOW TO

Passengers board the bus from the door at the
rear and exit from the front door.

PAY

PAY WHEN YOU GET OFF
Front door

Pay the fare when getting off. Please pay with exact
change, as the payment machine does not give
change. Please change bills and coins beforehand
using the money-changing machine.

Rear door

HOW TO

GET OFF

Acceptable forms of payment

PUSH THE BUTTON TO SIGNAL
Press the “get off” button located inside the bus
when your stop is next.

KYOTO CITY BUS & SUBWAY
INFORMATION GUIDE

・Cash
・IC cards
・Kyoto City Bus &
Kyoto Bus One-Day Pass

・Trafﬁca Kyoto Card
・Surutto Kansai Miyako Card
・Various discount tickets

https://www2.city.kyoto.lg.jp/kotsu/webguide/index.html

PASSES & DISCOUNTS
You can buy these tickets at any city bus and subway information oﬃce or ticket oﬃce.

KYOTO CITY BUS & KYOTO BUS 1-DAY PASS
For unlimited travel within the Flat-Fare Zone of Kyoto City Bus & Kyoto Bus:

¥500

*Children:Half-price

Also Valid in the Arashiyama Area

If you plan to use a Kyoto City Bus and Kyoto Bus more than three times a day, we recommend the
1-day Pass. An extra fare is charged if your stop is outside the short distance routes, such as Takao,
Katsura, or Ohara. Bring this pass with you to get a special discount off entrance fees to Gion Corner,
Toei Kyoto Studio Park, and more.

KYOTO SIGHTSEEING 1 & 2-DAY PASS

1-day Pass : ¥ 1,200 / 2-day Pass : ¥ 2,000

*Children:Half-price

The 1 & 2-day Pass gives passengers unlimited access to Kyoto City Bus, Kyoto City Subway, and
Kyoto Bus services for the valid period. The pass comes with a city map with coupons. The pass is
nonrefundable if you lose it.

FIRST RIDE
Please insert the ticket into the machine next to the driver.
Please insert the ticket in the ticket gate located in the station.

NEXT RIDE
Simply show the pass with the date to the driver.
Same as ﬁrst ride.

KYOTO CITY SUBWAY 1-DAY PASS

1-day Pass: ¥600

*Children:Half-price

Kyoto City Subway 1-day Pass gives passengers unlimited access to Kyoto City Subway for one day.
Present the pass to receive discounts off entrance fees to other Kyoto sites, including NIJO-JO Castle,
Kyoto International Manga Museum, Gion Corner, and Toei Kyoto Studio Park.
*Children 6-12 years old are half-price. Children under 6 accompanied by a guardian are free.
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KYOTO AREA RAILWAY INFORMATION

宇治

Uji
宇治

Nara Line
JR奈良線

ACCESSS f rom K A NSA I A IR PORT
Approx

75min by JR Kansai Airport Express HARUKA
JR特急はるか 約75分

Kansai airport
関西空港駅

Kyoto

Osaka

京都駅

大阪駅

Approx 70min by
JR Kansai Airport Rapid Service
JR関空快速 約70分

Approx 30min by
JR Special Rapid Service

JR

Kintetsu Railway

JR

近鉄電車

Hankyu Railway

Eizan Railway

阪急電鉄

叡山電車

Keihan Railway

Randen Railway

京阪電車

嵐電

Kyoto City Subway

Eizan Cable-Car
Eizan Rope-Way

市営地下鉄

叡山ケーブル・ロープウェイ

JR新快速 約30分
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ATMs AT 7-ELEVEN STORES
You can use overseas ATM cards
and credit cards to withdraw
Japanese yen from ATM machines
located inside 7-Eleven stores.
ATM instructions are available in

Cash cards, credit cards, and other cards issued overseas with the following
marks can be used to withdraw Japanese yen at Seven Bank ATMs.
Card Name

Mark

Services

Service Hours

Visa

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

0:00 to 24:00

MasterCard

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

0:10 to 23:50

American Express

Withdrawal

0:05 to 23:50

JCB

Withdrawal

0:10 to 23:50

China Union Pay

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

0:10 to 23:50

Discover

Withdrawal

0:10 to 23:50

Diners Club

Withdrawal

0:05 to 23:55

12 languages, including English,
Korean, Chinese (Simplified
Chinese), and Portuguese. The
following cards are accepted.

Note
The language selection screen appears
upon inserting a card issued overseas.

When you see this icon

Notes
1 . You may be subject to additional charges depending on the card issuing company.
2 . There are cards you may not be able to use even if it bears the same logo as above.

on a map, it indicates a 7-Eleven or other location that has an ATM.

Wi-Fi
Free Wi-Fi with One App!
“TRAVEL JAPAN Wi-Fi” is a convenient smartphone application that
can be used all across Japan. There are over 200,000 access points in the
country, and the application also includes a function that provides you
with local recommendations based on your location.
Download app from website

Initial app setup

Using the app

Connecting to Wi-Fi

travel japan wiﬁ
http://wi2.co.jp/tjw/english.html
The device will now connect automatically to nearby hotspots. Access records can be viewed on the timeline screen.

KYOTO Wi-Fi
Kyoto city is pushing forward with further development and maintenance of the “Kyoto Wi-Fi” public wireless
network, in order to create an environment in which tourists and resident alike can conveniently connect to the
internet. Please read the following points and start surfi ng!

Open your internet browser on your PC or smartphone.

*When connecting to the internet at a bus stop or in the subway, you
will be asked to verify your log in details every 30min. Please note
that you cannot use the Wi-Fi at bus stops between 1am and 5am.

Accept the terms and conditions displayed on the login
screen and connect to the internet.

*As“KYOTO Wi-Fi”Wireless LAN is not encrypted, there is a risk that
communications may be intercepted. Please make sure that you are
not sharing personal or credit card information while connected.

In the Wi-Fi settings, please select KYOTO Wi-Fi.
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HANDS-FREE TRAVEL GUIDE
Visitors can use Kyoto’s high-quality delivery / storage services to enjoy “Hands - Free Travel” around Kyoto.
For comfortable sightseeing, it is best to
reduce the luggage you carry as much
as possible. Leave luggage at any of
the following three locations in Kyoto
Station, and this convenient service
will have them sent to accommondation
within the city. Use this service to enjoy
Kyoto the smart way!

2
B2F

B1F

LOCATION & HOURS

A

JR Kyoto Station Carry Service

B

Shinkansen Hachijoguchi
Delivery Service

C

Kotochika Kyoto City Bus &
Subway Information Center

Accepted: 8am-2pm, Delivered by: 5pm

Accepted: 9am-2pm, Delivered by: 5pm

Accepted: 7:30am-12pm, Delivered by: same day
PRICE from ¥750 to ¥900

FOREIGN FRIENDLY TAXI

There are some areas where delivery is not available.

FOREIGN FRIENDLY TAXI, a taxi service for foreign visitors to Japan, can
accommodate more than two larger pieces of luggage, such as suitcases.

Coin-operated lockers are also available in
Kyoto Station. These lockers are useful for
people returning to Kyoto Station.

*The icon on MAP (page 27) in the Kyoto Station area is the stop.

8%

TAX-FREE SHOPPING
CONSUMABLE ITEMS

COMMODITIES

Tax exemptions are available on: food and drinks, tobacco, medicines and cosmetics. Items must be purchased from the same
store on the same day, and the total spending amount has to at
least ¥5,000 but be no greater than ¥500,000. (Tax not included)

FOODS,
CONFECTIONERIES

COSMETICS

FILM
BATTERIES,
FILM

OFF

TOBACCO

*non-consumable items

Tax exemptions are available on: electric appliances,
clothing, accessories, shoes, etc. Items must be purchased from
the same store on the same day for a total amount of ¥5,000 or
more. (Tax not included)

WATCHES,
JEWELRY

CLOTHING

ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES

BEER
SAKE

MEDICINES

BEVERAGES,
ALCHOHOL

HANDICRAFTS

SHOES, BAGS

* You cannot add articles from different categories (consumables and non-consumables) to reach theminimum spending amount.
* Purchased items must be taken out of Japan.

The one who makes the purchase must show his/her original passport book in person.
Kyoto Original Sticker

For more detailed information on Tax-free shopping and participating
stores, please consult Kyoto Ofﬁcial Travel Guide “Tax-free info”

www.kyoto.travel
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

CHECK
IT OUT!

Kyoto is fi lled with famous places to visit, so understanding where
they are is important to saving time when traveling. This guide
was created so that the location of each spot is easy to understand.
Using this guide will make anyone a master of Kyoto's geography!
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TEL 075-255-7263
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺場之町 592
嵯峨天龍寺場之町
592592
メディナ烏丸御池 4F ／ Medina
Karasuma Oike 4F,
edina Karasuma
Oike 4F,
Sagatenryuji Bano-cho, Ukyo-ku,
Kyoto
OPEN 10am-10pm

Uk

k

K

t

CLOSED Open every day
PRICE Wine by the Glass from ¥400, Food from ¥550
SMOKING N

592

CHECK OUT THE AREA!

Reference the area name in the MAP icon
with the map on this page.
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KAWAYU KA

Turn the heat into enjoyment
HOW KYOTO PEOPLE
COOL DOWN ELEGANTLY

RIVERSIDE PROVIDES SUMMER’S BOX SEATS
Jeff Berglund
Originally from South Dakota
in the United States, he ﬁrst
came to Japan in 1969. In 1970,
he returned to teach and has
been teaching ever since. He
is currently professor at Kyoto
University of Foreign Studies.
In addition to being active in
television and writing, he also
has an English Conversation
school in his home, a traditional
kyomachiya townhouse. Jeff
is an International Goodwill
Ambassador for Kyoto city.
http://www.jeff-kyoto.com
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T

he season of fluttering cherry blossoms
is ended, and the strong rays of the sun
begin to beat down. Entertaining on raised
platforms along the Kamo River starts on May 1,
heralding the arrival of summer for the residents
of Kyoto. These terraces are called noryo-yuka in
Japanese and are outdoor spaces that project out
over the Kamo River. Open every year from May
to the last day of September, they offer a place
for visitors to enjoy food and drink. They are
increasingly popular not only with the residents of
Kyoto, but also with tourists.
The noryo-yuka got its start in the beginning of the

KAWAYUKA

A

key feature of summers in Kyoto is the “kawayuka” also known
as “kawadoko.” As the season changes to summer, eateries
along the Kamo River and the Kibune area erect platforms resembling
terraces on the river. What is the attraction of the kawayuka? Let us
explore its appeal with Jeff Berglund, a United States native living in
a kyomachiya townhouse along the Kamo River.

ৣ࣫
Kawayuka
Edo period (1603-1867), when wooden platforms
called shogi were erected on the surface of the
water of the Kamo River. “They share the same
Kanji characters, but the platforms in the river are
called kawadoko, and the platforms projecting out
from restaurants today are called kawayuka. In the
Meiji Era (1868-1912), the period for these riverside
platforms appears to have been from July to August,
a mere two months. By the Taisho Era (1912-1926),
installing platforms in the river was prohibited
due to flood control efforts, and there was also a
period where they were completely eliminated due
to World War II.” Following the war, the noryo-yuka

were revived to pass on to the next generation, and
assumed their present form. Today, people gather
on approximately 90 kawayuka from Nijo Street to
Gojo Street. In the past, nearly all the restaurants
served Japanese food, but nowadays, the kawayuka
experience is available at Italian and French
restaurants as well as cafes and bars. “Eateries
serve lunch and dinner in May and September, and
are only open at night from June to August. Spending
a night under subtle lighting with an evening breeze
feels wonderful. It is enough to cause guests to lose
all track of time. Be sure to experience the kawayuka
culture that is such a part of Kyoto’s history.”
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KAWAYU KA

PRESERVING TRADITIONAL CARPENTRY TECHNIQUES

O

n Kiyamachi Street lined with eateries
and north of Oike Street where guests can
enjoy its calm surroundings is an area
known as Kamikiyamachi. This is where Berglund's
house is located. It is a former Japanese inn, and he
has been living in this kyomachiya townhouse since
2000. After walking through the flagstone entrance,
removing shoes, and passing through the hallway,
a visitor is greeted by the expansive kawayuka.
Berglund was present at the
putting up of the platform this
year, on a fair weather day
at the end of April. “Of the
92 kawayuka, only a few
(mine included) are made
of wood. When I moved
here, a drawing from the
Edo period was left behind,

MANNERS
on the

KAWAYUKA (OR KAWADOKO) TERRACE
14

and the kawayuka is
replicated from that.
When the wood
rots, it must be
replaced, and
the maintenance
is diﬃcult
compared to a
steel-frame, but
I want to preserve
its traditional
appearance. Moreover,
a wooden structure is
completed by carpenters by hand as opposed to a
crane for the steel frame. I also want to preserve the
wonderful techniques of the carpenters,” he says
with a hint of pride in his expression as he watches
the puzzle-like assembly of the kawayuka.

Make sure to make
reservations early. Seating
along the river is very popular,
and there are even shops that
will not accept reservations.

Reservations

KAWAYUKA

And on the fi rst of
May, the kawayuka
season at so-b run
by Berglund’s son
starts. “It is fi ne
if guests want
to take a break
with a beer or
even if they just
want to see what a
kawayuka is. On the
other hand, if guests want
a real meal and contact us
ahead of time, catering (delivery of Kyoto cuisine)
from a partnering Japanese food restaurant can be
arranged.” This summer, visit the oasis of Berglund
who came to Japan 48 years ago and fell in love with
Japanese culture and its custom of noryo-yuka.

Kawayuka or kawadoko
are the same as a tatami
room. Be careful not to
disturb people around
you by talking too loudly.

so-b
ENGLISH MENU

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

29 E-1

5

TEL 075-212-9218
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通御池上ル上樵木町 501-6
501-6 Kamikoriki-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Jun., Jul., Aug.: Inside: 12pm-4pm,
Kawayuka : 4pm-10pm (Last order: 9:30pm)
Sep.: Kawayuka : 12pm-10pm (Last order: 9:30pm)
CLOSED Sun.
AVERAGE ￥2,000 (¥600 for beer)
SERVICE CHARGE Free
SMOKING Yes
*Reservations required for meals up to the day prior to a visit.

Last minute cancellations
because of rain is a no-no.
The shops will have prepared
seating indoors, so be
reassured you can get a seat.
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KAWAYU KA

EXPERIENCE SUMMER ON THE RIVERBANK

KAMO RIVER

Keihan Railway

Nijo St.

Oike St.
Kyoto Shiyakusho-mae
Sa
o
nj

Kyoto City Subway
Tozai Line

an
ih
Ke Sanjo

Sanjo St.

Gion -s

Kawaramachi

hijo

Shijo St.

Kamo River

Hankyu Railway
Kyoto Line

Kawaramachi St.

Kawayuka
Area

T

his French and
Italian restaurant
is located in a
renovated kyomachiya
townhouse that is a
hundred years old. In
the rear of a building
decorated with stylish
furniture, expands a casual
outdoor terrace space where guests have views of the Kamo River and the
hills of Higashiyama. An a la carte menu is available, so guests can not only
expect authentic bistro quality cuisine including classic dishes, such as whole
chicken confit, terrine de campagne, and cocotte (Dutch oven) cheese souﬄé
enjoyed with wine, but also amazing hospitality from the staff. This bistro is
loved by men and women of all ages, so advanced reservations are essential.

イカリヤ食堂

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

IKARIYA SHOKUDO
ENGLISH SPOKEN

MAP P

29 E-4

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-276-2067
ADDRESS 京都市下京区木屋町通団栗橋下ル齋藤町 138-2 ／ 138-2 Saito-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
Matsubara St.

Gojo

St.

OPEN Inside: 5pm-1am (Last order: 12am), Kawayuka : 5pm-11pm (Last order: 10:30pm）
Kawayuka lunch also available in Sep.: 11:30am-3pm (Last order: 1:30pm)
CLOSED Mon. (Open if public holiday. Closed the next Tue.)
PRICE A la carte from ¥750, course from ¥3,600
(Reservations must be made for groups of 4 or more up to 3 days prior to visit)
SERVICE CHARGE Kawayuka : ￥500, Inside: ￥300
SMOKING No (Smoking area available in entrance way) WEB http://ikariya-syokudo.com/
*Reservations required (can be made starting one month prior to the date of the visit)

A

short walk from the popular photo spot Takasegawa
Ichinofunairi. On offer in this kyomachiya townhouse
with over a hundred years of history is affordable Kyoto
cuisine. Experience a course consisting of Omi beef, seasonal
fi sh, and vegetables at ¥5,940. The kawayuka course includes a
combination of summer ingredients that typify Kyoto, such as
grilled sweetfi sh (ayu) and parboiled pike conger. Additionally,
there is a bar on the second floor with a Japanese atmosphere, so
guests can also feel the night breeze off the Kamo River here after
having enjoyed their meal on the kawayuka.
割烹

露瑚

KAPPO ROKO

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

29 E-1

7

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-212-0297
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通御池上ル上樵木町 491-6
491-6 Kamikoriki-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5:30pm-10pm（Last order: 8:30pm）
Kawayuka lunch also available in Sep.: 11:30am-2:30pm (Last order: 1:30pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays PRICE Course: from ¥5,940
SERVICE CHARGE Kawayuka /Inside: Free SMOKING Yes (Non Smoking area available)
*Reservations required.
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KYOTO CUISINE
京料理

TAZURU

FRENCH CUISINE

田鶴

フレンチ

Relax and experience elegant Kyoto cuisine, which uses
the freshest ingredients reflecting the individuality of
each of the four seasons, in the cheerful atmosphere
of the main dining room overlooking the Kamogawa
River. From May until September, you can experience
the kawayuka or “riverbed”, which is a charming aspect
of a summer in Kyoto. It is even possible to stay here
overnight. There are a variety of rooms, from a Japanesestyle room where you can spread a futon on tatami mats
to a Western-style room equipped with a bed. There is
even a special suite with a kitchen and wine cellar.

ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

TEL 075-341-3376

MAP P

29 E-4

8

COUP DE COEUR

クード クール

Enjoy authentic French cuisine and a view of the
quintessential Kyoto scenery along the Takase River. As
indicated by the name of the restaurant, which means
“love at fi rst sight” in French, the restaurant offers a
variety of menu items that patrons are bound to fall
in love with. The menu consists of only lunch (from
¥3,780) and dinner (from ¥6,696) courses paired with a
variety of wines selected by the sommelier. Experience
the perfect marriage of wine and food.

ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

TEL 075-353-5150

MAP P

29 E-4

ADDRESS 京都市下京区木屋町通松原上ル

ADDRESS 京都市下京区西木屋町通松原上ル

美濃屋町 179-1 ／ 179-1 Minoya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

清水町 454-32 ／ 454-32 Shimizu-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

9

CLOSED Irregular holidays WEB http://tazuru.com/

OPEN 11:30am-3pm (Last order: 1:30pm), 5:30pm-10pm (Last order: 8pm)

KAWAYUKA DATA

CLOSED Wed.

OPEN 11:30am-2:30pm (Last order: 1pm), 4:30pm-10pm (Last order: 8pm)

*Open during lunch hours only in May and September
PRICE

from ¥5,838

PRICE

from ¥3,500

from ¥6,200

SMOKING Yes
WEB http://sen-kaku.co.jp/concept̲codoco.html

from ¥9,936 SMOKING Yes

SENKAKU TAZURU ANNEX

KYO CAFE

仙鶴

京カフェ

Tazuru Annex

HITOKOE TANAKA

ひとこえ

多奈加

This cafe is a renovated machiya (Kyoto-style
townhouse) located alongside the Takase river. You
can enjoy admiring the flow of the river and seasonal
flowers on the bright terrace. The menu features
Japanese curry, egg sandwiches, and zaru soba (cold
buckwheat noodles with a dipping sauce). Next door is
also the TAKASE-AN guest house. (TEL. 075-341-3378).
Enjoy seats where you can stretch out your legs on a
kawayuka or “riverbed” while delighting in the summer
breeze. Order the Chef’s Choice Course, created using
seasonal ingredients such as Kyo-yasai (Kyoto vegetables)
and sea eel. Savor the beautiful dinnerware and
artfully arranged platters fi lled with traditional Kyoto
cuisine from the superb main restaurant TAZURU and
experience this elegant food in a relaxed atmosphere.
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

TEL 075-341-7511

MAP P

29 E-4

10

ADDRESS 京都市下京区木屋町通松原上ル

美濃屋町 177 ／ 177 Minoya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
CLOSED Irregular holidays WEB http://sen-kaku.co.jp/

ENGLISH MENU

OPEN 11am-7pm
CLOSED Thu.

*Open during lunch hours only in May and September

SMOKING No

from ¥6,696 SMOKING Yes

MAP P

29 E-4

11

清水町 454 ／ 454 Shimizu-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 12pm-2:30pm (Last order: 1:30pm), 5pm-10pm (Last order: 8:30pm)

from ¥3,996

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

ADDRESS 京都市下京区西木屋町通松原上ル

KAWAYUKA DATA

PRICE

Wi-Fi

TEL 070-5664-2357

WEB http://hitokoe-kyoto.co.jp/
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KAWAYU KA

COOL DOWN AND ENJOY NATURE

KIBUNE

T

he Kibune kawadoko got its start in
the Taisho era, when to escape from
the sweltering heat of the valley basin,
the residents of Kyoto headed north to a cooler
locale and rested their feet in a river near tea
houses. Located at the entrance to a street lined
with traditional Japanese restaurants, KIBUNE
BENIYA’s pride and joy is its expansive kawadoko,
with seating for approximately 200. Spend time
beneath the refreshing, young maple leaves
while listening to the sound of water flowing over
stones. Experience an extraordinary time while
enjoying courses featuring items, such as grilled
sweetfi sh (ayu) allowed to swim in the clear
waters of Kibune or fresh-water fi sh tempura.
貴船

べにや

KIBUNE BENIYA

Kawadoko
Area

Kifune-jinja
Shrine

ay
i lw i n e
Ra a L
n
za am
Ei u r
K

NORTH KYOTO
MAP P

31

12

ENGLISH SPOKEN
TEL 075-741-2041
ADDRESS 京都市左京区鞍馬貴船町 17
17 Kibune-cho, Kurama, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-7pm (Entrance)

Kibuneguchi

CLOSED Irregular holidays (open every day from Jun. to Sep.)
PRICE Courses: Lunch from ¥5,200, dinner ¥7,800 in Jun.;
lunch and dinner from ¥10,300 in Jul. and Aug.;
lunch and dinner from ¥7,800 in Sep.
SERVICE CHARGE Free SMOKING Yes (Non Smoking area available)
WEB http://kibune-beniya.jp/

*Reservations required.

L

ocated close to KIFUNE-JINJA Shrine, which is known
for its god of water and god of romantic fulfi llment.
The kawadoko is on two-levels with a dynamic
waterfall generating a spray of water to create a picturesque
way to cool off in the summer. The kawadoko course,
including a shabu shabu platter with hamo, or pike conger,
dipped in boiling water for a simple flavor, is popular.
Guests can also order chicken sukiyaki, beef sukiyaki, and
beef shabu shabu. For those travelers weary from the day’s
outing, being able to choose a meat dish is great.

貴船荘

NORTH KYOTO

KIBUNESOU

MAP P

31

13

Wi-Fi
TEL 075-741-2222
ADDRESS 京都市左京区鞍馬貴船町 50
50 Kibune-cho, Kurama, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-6:30pm (Entrance) CLOSED Irregular holidays
PRICE Courses: Lunch from ¥7,500, dinner from ¥10,000
SERVICE CHARGE Free SMOKING No WEB https://www.kibunesou.com
*Reservations required.
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ENJOY THE LIVE
PERFORMANCE OF
YAKITORI FIRE!

Yakitori (charcoal-grilled chicken skewers) is one of
Japan’s favorite foods. TSUJIYA uses fresh chicken and
organic vegetables from local farmers. You can also enjoy
a variety of other options such as tofu, tempura, and
Japanese sake. Enjoy the cozy atmosphere of Kyoto.

TSUJIYA

Kyoto Charcoal Grilled Skewers
WEB http://www.kyoto-tsujiya.com/

本店

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

ORIGINAL LOCATION

MAP P

27 B-4

14

TEL 075-241-3719
ADDRESS 京都市中京区烏丸通二条上ル蒔絵屋町 256 関広ビル B1F
Kanko Bldg. B1F, 256 Makieya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

京都駅前店

KYOTO STATION AREA

KYOTO STATION LOCATION

MAP P

30

15

TEL 075-365-8160
ADDRESS 京都市下京区塩小路通西洞院西入ル北不動堂町 570-3 2F
2F, 570-3 Kitafudodo-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

四条御幸町店

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

SHIJO GOKOMACHI LOCATION

MAP P

29 D-4
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TEL 075-371-5825
ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通御幸町下ル大寿町 400
400 Daizu-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

GET YOUR FILL OF WAGYU STEAK!
Indulge in a Frenchstyle Teppanyaki
course. Our courses
start with French
hors d’oeuvres and
fi nish in style with
a Japanese Black
Wagyu steak. We
use steaks that have
matured for two
weeks to develop its flavor. The meat being grilled in
front of your eyes is also a splendid performance!

鉄板焼きステーキ

素福

TEPPANYAKI STEAK

SO-FUKU

TEL 075-256-0333
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通三条上ル
上大阪町 521 京都エンパイアビル 8F
Empire Bldg. 8F, 521 Kamiosaka-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-11pm (Last order: 9pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

AVERAGE ¥12,000
SMOKING No

MAP P

29 E-2
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Above all else

T

he number of places where visitors can enjoy a
craft beer is growing in Kyoto. Great locations
provide premium beers paired with outstanding cuisine
and views of the city. On a hot summer’s day, a chilled
beer hits the spot. Raise a glass to the best night ever!

TRY THE

BEER
01

Beer House

Craft Man

This beer house boasts a selection of 25 varieties of beer
from regions around Japan. 25 faucets line the wall
behind the counter, making
it diﬃcult to choose. When in
doubt, try a seasonal selection
of craft beers in the three-beer
sampler (220 ml each for ¥1,500).
The starter is something sweet
and light, with a dark, bitter beer
offered last. Part of the fun of
the experience is encountering
a type of beer that is out-of-theordinary and discovering a new
favorite. Enjoy exquisite Italian
cuisine made with seasonal
ingredients perfectly matched
with the craft beer.

Sampler set that lets
patrons try half-pints of
three beers (¥1,500).
Comprehensive food menu
starting with Fish & Chips
(half-portion for ¥700)

マンインザムーン 六角店

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

ENGLISH MENU

MAP P

Wi-Fi

29 D-3

TEL 075-744-6655
ADDRESS 京都市中京区柳馬場通六角下ル井筒屋町 418-1
418-1 Izutsuya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 3pm-2am (Last order: 1:30am)
Sat. 12pm-2am (Last order: 1:30am)
Sun. 12pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)
CLOSED Open every day

20

AVERAGE ￥2,000 SMOKING Yes

19

Pike Conger Fish & Chips
(¥880), quintessential Kyoto
fare. A variety of options are
available, including one with
the aroma of Earl Grey.

ビアハウス

クラフトマン

ENGLISH MENU

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

28 C-4
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TEL 075-371-7676
ADDRESS 京都市下京区烏丸通綾小路下ル二帖半敷町 643-1
643-1 Nijohanjiki-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-2am
CLOSED Sun. (Open if next day is a public holiday and closed on Mon.)
AVERAGE ￥2,000
Variety of beers: Small (¥650), Medium (¥850), Large (¥1,050)
SMOKING Yes

02

Man In The Moon
Rokkaku Location

This establishment is an British-style pub, also popular with
foreign guests. Enjoy nine varieties of draft beer and over
70 varieties of single-malt whiskey along with wines from
¥2,500 per bottle in a comfortable atmosphere. Try highquality, bistro stylings, such as rosemary grilled chicken
and chips with ajillo, a Mexican condiment made with garlic,
that complement the beer. Furniture and interior decor
imported directly from London and crimson tablecloths
create an authentic pub atmosphere. It is a great place to
watch sports on the large-screen TV and projector. Spend a
wonderful night with a delicious glass of beer in hand.

B EER

03

Before 9

Taste eight varieties of craft beer made in
breweries in Kyoto and throughout every region of
Japan (from ¥650 per drink). Additionally, a wellbalanced roster of eight premium Japanese sakes
is also available. The food menu also provides an
extensive lineup of dishes from appetizers that
pair well with alcoholic beverages to elaborately
creative cuisine. Located in a renovated
kyomachiya townhouse, the fi rst floor features
a counter and standing-style service while the
second floor offers table service. Old-fashioned
beams and ceiling create an appealing, traditional
Japanese-style atmosphere. The payment is payas-you-go, so it is easy and comfortable to use.

Before 9
ENGLISH MENU

The light-tasting Kyoto
Brewing Belgian Session Pale
Ale 4.5% (Medium for ¥800).
Japanese omelette with kujo
leek and cheese (¥600)

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
Wi-Fi

MAP P

28 C-1
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TEL 075-741-6492
ADDRESS 京都市中京区烏丸通御池上ル二条殿町 545
545 Nijoden-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-1am (Last order: 12am) CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ¥2,000, Beer Small (240 ml for ¥650),
Medium (310 ml for ¥800), Large (450 ml for ¥1,100)
SMOKING No WEB http://www.sakahachi.jp/

04

A lineup of beers produced
in various regions is available
(300 ml from ¥700). A platter
ﬁlled with six different starters,
such as homemade smoked ﬁsh
and pork, or sashimi (¥1,200)

Beer Komachi

Located in Furukawa-cho Shopping Arcade, which
is called Nishiki Market East, visitors can enjoy
draft beers with distinctive tastes at this specialty
shop. Of special note among these craft beers, is
KYOTO BREWING incorporating the efforts of
brewers from outside of Japan who come from the
United States, Canada, and Wales. Additionally, a
wide variety of beers made in Japan and abroad
is available. Real food, such as fresh sashimi and
Japanese-style pizza, is offered along with alcoholic
beverages, attracting many foodies. Visitors will
see the cheerful fi gures of patrons inside, with a
craft beer in one hand, enjoying conversations with
others that transcend the boundaries of nationality
and gaps between generations.

ビア小町

HIGASHIYAMA

ENGLISH SPOKEN

Wi-Fi

MAP P
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TEL 075-746-6152
ADDRESS 京都市東山区八軒町 444 古川町商店街内
444 Hachiken-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto (inside shopping arcade)
OPEN 5pm-11pm (Last order: 10:30pm),
Sat., Sun., and public holidays 3pm-11pm (Last order: 10:30pm)
CLOSED Tue.

AVERAGE ￥3,000 SMOKING No
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BE E R

Luxurious location
overlooking the city of Kyoto

BEER GARDEN & ROOFTOP BAR

01

Kyoto Takashimaya Rooftop

Asahi Beer Garden

This beer garden is located on the rooftop of Kyoto's
preeminent department store TAKASHIMAYA. Despite
being right in the middle of the hustle and bustle of the
downtown area, the rooftop boasts the largest space in
Kyoto with seating for 900. What a great opportunity to
experience an open space where patrons are enveloped
in illumination creating a dreamy quality, with an allyou-can-eat-and-drink service without a time limit. Sit
and enjoy the atmosphere without worrying about the
time. Complement the meal with the perfect pairing
of draft beer delivered directly from the factory or
enjoy over 30 types of other drinks. Of course, a full
lineup of dishes that pair well with beer is available.
40 types of dishes, including the classic fried chicken,
grilled chicken on a stick, Japanese-style kebabs, and
edamame, also encourage the drinks to flow. Moreover,
from Jun. to Aug., a fair in the form of a limited-time
menu of Belgian and European premium beers will
also be held, so no matter how many times guests visit,
the experience will never get stale.
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京都タカシマヤ屋上

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

アサヒビアガーデン

MAP P

29 E-4

4

TEL 075-252-7869 (Direct Line)
ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通河原町西入ル真町 52 京都タカシマヤ 屋上
KYOTO TAKASHIMAYA ROOFTOP, 52 Shin-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5:30pm-10pm (Last order: 9:30pm),
Sat., Sun., public holidays, and the last Fri. of the month 4:30pm-10pm
(Last order: 9:30pm) Until Sep. 24 (Sun.)
CLOSED Open every day
AVERAGE ￥3,500 (Women), ¥3,800 (Men)
SMOKING Yes
WEB http://www.takashimaya.co.jp/kyoto/store̲information/index.html
*Price list is available in English *May be canceled due to rain.

B EER

02

Restaurant Kikusui
Rooftop Beer Garden

This beer garden is on the rooftop of KIKUSUI, a well-established
restaurant featuring Western-style food conveniently located at
the approach to SHIJO-OHASHI Bridge. This location lets guests
view sites typifying Kyoto, such as the MINAMI-ZA Kabuki
Theater, the Kamo River, and the hills of Higashiyama, from
their seats. It is luxury personified. The beer garden offers a
wide-variety of menu items that can be ordered a la carte or as
set menus at a great price. Try the 12 dish and all-you-can-drink
for two hours course (¥3,726 for men, ¥3,186 for women) or the
grilled meat and seafood platter courses. In addition to popular
Japanese draft beers, also enjoy an all-you-can-drink option of
wines, ciders, and Japanese sakes for an additional ¥540.

03

レストラン菊水
屋上ビアガーデン

HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

31
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-561-1001
ADDRESS 京都市東山区四条大橋東詰祇園（南座前）
Shijo Ohashi Higashizume Gion, Higashiyama-ku,
Kyoto (facing MINAMI-ZA Theater)
OPEN 5pm-11pm (Food Last order: 10pm), Until Sep. 30 (Sat.)
CLOSED Open every day PRICE from ￥3,186
SMOKING Yes WEB http://www.restaurant-kikusui.com
*In the event of rain, a banquet hall downstairs and a tent for
inclement weather are available.

In The Moon.

Located on the eastern shore of the Kamo River, enjoy the view
at this rooftop bar that is attracting attention. Guests can gaze
at Kyoto Tower and YASAKA-JINJA Shrine, sites famous for their
night-time beauty. Watch the impressive, star-fi lled sky while
listening to the fashionable background music and lounging in
comfortable sofa seating. Soak in the indescribable happiness.
The bar lets patrons enjoy their drinks and the night sky as
much as they want, with no service charge for drinks only, and
a pay-as-you-go style. For food, go downstairs to the bistro called
IN THE SOUP. Enjoy specialties, such as tripe and T-bone steak.

インザムーン
ENGLISH MENU

HIGASHIYAMA
Wi-Fi

MAP P
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TEL 075-561-3941
ADDRESS 京都市東山区中之町 200 カモガワビル屋上
Kamogawa Bldg. Rooftop, 200 Nakano-cho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 6pm-12am (Last order:11:30pm), Until mid-Oct.
CLOSED Wed.

AVERAGE ￥2,000

SMOKING No (Smoking area available)
WEB http://inthesoup.jp
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KYO-NO-TAKUMI PRODUCED BY
KATOTA transforms the high-quality
fabrics used for the ceremonial robes
worn by Buddhist monks and the
religious accoutrement decorating
temples into an expanding array of
interior design products and fabrics for
decorating any space. Hanging scrolls,
tapestries, seating cushions, small bags,
wallets and much more are available
for purchase on the oﬃcial website.

Kyoto Nishijin brocade is high-quality fabric
accented brilliantly with interwoven gold thread
and gold leaf. The traditions and techniques
have been handed down from parent to child for
hundreds of years. A variety of patterns and the
use of a myriad of colors are its hallmark.

Visitors can see how artisans weave gold brocade. Reservations are
required and can be made up to the day prior to the visit (closed Sun.
and public holidays). info@kyonotakumi.jp
ENGLISH BROCHURE

Wi-Fi

http://kyonotakumi.jp/
Welcome to KYOTO TOKYU HANDS
TOKYU HANDS is a shop that is fi lled with all kinds of items,
including kitchen supplies, beauty goods, stationery, and
bags, offering visitors fun discoveries and happy surprises at
every turn. And you will also fi nd good souvenirs.

1F

・Bags & Wallets
・Mobile Phone Accessories
・Travel Accessories

3F

・Kitchen
・Laundry
・Cleaning Supplies

2F

・Health & Beauty
・Bath & Relaxation
・Sleep Care

4F

・Stationery
・Design
・Crafts & Material

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

28 C-3
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東急ハンズ 京都店
ENGLISH SIGNAGE

Near
Daimaru Kyoto
大丸京都店
周辺店舗

TEL 075-254-3109
ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通烏丸東入ル
長刀鉾町 27
27 Naginataboko-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-8:30pm
CLOSED Irregular holidays
WEB http://kyoto.tokyu-hands.co.jp/
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Exceptionally: purchase after 8:00pm
Possible until 12:00pm of next day.

HEALTHY FOODS NOT CONTAINING
INGREDIENTS OF ANIMAL-ORIGIN

A CAFÉ OFFERING VARIETY OF
VEGETABLE DISHES

1

mumokuteki

Refraining from using ingredients of animal origin as best we
can, we produce variety of dishes primarily made of vegetables organically grown in our own farm located in North Kyoto. You can enjoy healthy foods without worrying about calories. In the same building on the fi rst floor there is a notions
counter selecting the goods on the theme, “Natural and Comfortable Living”. The shop very popular among local women.

mumokuteki

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

ADDRESS 京都市中京区御幸町通六角下ル

MAP P

29 D-3

2

3
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伊勢屋町 351 ／ 351 Iseya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

goods&wears (1F/2F)
TEL 075-229-6996 OPEN 11:30am-8pm

cafe&foods (2F)
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-213-7733
OPEN 11:30am-10pm (Last order: 9pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays
PRICE from ¥1,000 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.mumokuteki.com/

1.Filling meal, yet very healthy hamburger made of Tofu bean curd. 2.Ramen
in pork bone-like soup made of soya milk, good to vegetarians too. 3.Fried
bean curd lees rich in dietary ﬁ ber yet low calories.

TRY OUR SOFT-SHELLED TURTLE CUISINE
TO ACHIEVE BEAUTIFUL SKIN!
It is said that Suppon (soft-shelled turtle) was a favorite
of Yang Guifei, known in Japan as one of the three
great beautiful women in world history. Suppon is a
one-of-a-kind healthy food with excellent nutrients
that will lead to glowing skin. TSUBAKURO specializes
in Suppon dishes at reasonable prices. Not to mention,
we have Suppon nabe (hot
pot). We also have a wide
range of a la carte items
such as Suppon dashimaki
(Japanese omelette) and
Suppon karaage (deep fried).

ツバクロ すっぽん食堂
TSUBAKURO
SOFT-SHELLED TURTLE CUISINE

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

29 E-2
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-251-0234
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通三条上ル上大阪町516
キヤマチジャンクション 4F
Kiyamachi Junction 4F, 516 Kamiosaka-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm) CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ¥3,500 SMOKING Yes WEB http://www.suppon.info/
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北大路通

今出川通

Ichijo

34

P35

椹木町通

Sawaragicho

Takeyamachi

丸太町通

下立売通

出水通

Demizu

下長者町通

上長者町通

Shimodachiuri

京都府庁

一条通

Kitaoji

上御霊神社

58

丸太町駅

竹屋町通

MARUTAMACHI Stn.

京都御苑

Kyoto Gyoen
National Garden

京都御所

Kyoto Imperial
Palace

今出川駅

IMADEGAWA Stn.

相国寺

P46-47

Kamigoryo Shrine

Shokokuji Temple

北大路駅

鞍馬口駅

中立売通

京都府立植物園

Kyoto Botanical
Garden

KITAOJI Stn.

KURAMAGUCHI Stn.

Kyoto Prefectural Office

Shimochojamachi

Kamichojamachi

Nakadachiuri

晴明神社

Seimei Shrine

西陣織会館

本法寺

Honpoji Temple

Nishijin Textile Center

Imadegawa

妙蓮寺

Myorenji Temple

Marutamachi

建勲神社

Kenkun Shrine

船岡山公園

Funaokayama Park

Kit aoji

大徳寺

Daitokuji Temple

今宮神社

Imamiya Shrine

北山通

神社丸太町駅

JINGU
MARUTAMACHI Stn.

梨木神社

出町柳駅

DEMACHIYANAGI Stn.

北大路通

Nashinoki Shrine

北山駅

KITAYAMA Stn.

京大病院

Kyoto University
Hospital

33 P35

下鴨神社

Shimogamo Shrine

松ヶ崎駅

元田中駅

Chionji Temple

Marutamachi

熊野神社

Kumano Shrine

聖護院

平安神宮

今出

川通

御蔭通

丸太町

通

吉田神社

修学院駅

真如堂

Shinnyo-do Temple

岡崎神社

Okazaki Shrine

金戒光明寺

Konkai Komyoji Temple

Yoshida Shrine

茶山駅

Heian Shrine

Shogoin Temple

京都大学

Kit aoji 北 大 路 通

一乗寺駅

D
SHUGAKUIN Stn.

ICHIJOJI Stn.

CHAYAMA Stn.

Mikage

Imadegawa

知恩寺

北山通

MOTOTANAKA Stn.

Kitayama

Kyoto University

MATSUGASAKI Stn.

C

白川通

3

2

1

Kitayama

地下鉄烏丸線

大宮通

Omiya

B

東大路通

A

線
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千本通
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堀川通
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Shirakawa
霊鑑寺

Reikanji
Temple

安楽寺

Anrakuji
Temple

法然院

Honenin
Temple

銀閣寺

Ginkakuji
Temple

3

2

1

6

5

4

四条通

京都鉄道博物館

Kyoto Railway Museum

御池通

大宮駅

OMIYA Stn.

三条会商店街

五条通

東寺駅

TOJI Stn.

Oshikoji

Nishikikoji

Kujo

京都駅

KYOTO Stn.

京都タワー

Kyoto Tower

四条通

Shijo

高辻通

Takatsuji

Gojo
五条駅

GOJO Stn.

五条通

万寿寺通

Matsubara 松 原 通

仏光寺通

Manjuji

B

九条通

渉成園

京都市役所前駅

錦小路通

Bukkoji

Shosei-en Garden

東本願寺

押小路通

KYOTO
SHIYAKUSHO-MAE Stn.

Ayanokoji 綾 小 路 通

烏丸駅

KARASUMA Stn.

Higashi Honganji Temple

KYOTO STATION AREA P30

西本願寺

Nishi Hongwanji Temple

四条駅

SHIJO Stn.

蛸薬師通

六角通

三条通

姉小路通

烏丸御池駅

KARASUMA
OIKE Stn.

二条通

三条駅

SANJO Stn.

河原町駅

KAWARAMACHI
Stn.

建仁寺

Kenninji
Temple

祇園四条駅

GION SHIJO
Stn.

京阪三条駅

KEIHAN
SANJO Stn.

57

Toyokuni Shrine
豊国神社

ロームシアター京都

ROHM Theatre Kyoto

三十三間堂

東福寺駅

C

sen Lin

e

今熊野観音寺

Imakumano kannonji Temple

線

hinkan

湖線（東
JR琵琶

清水寺

Kiyomizu-dera
Temple

高台寺

Kodaiji Temple

)
aido Line
o Line(Tok
）
JR Biwak
海道本線

道新幹

aido S
JR東海

JR Tok

智積院

Chishakuin Temple

妙法院

Sanjusangendo
Temple

七条通

TOFUKUJI Stn.

Shichijo

七条駅

八坂神社

知恩院

Chionin Temple

Yasaka Shrine

東山駅

京都市動物園

蹴上駅

KEAGE Stn.

金地院

D

永観堂

Eikando Temple

Smoking area

Temple

Shrine

南禅寺

Nanzenji Temple
Konchiin Temple

ロームシアター京都

ROHM Theatre Kyoto

Kyoto Municipal Museum of Art
京都市美術館 Kyoto City Zoo

岡崎公園

Okazaki Park

HIGASHIYAMA Stn.

みやこめっせ

Miyakomesse

細見美術館

Hosomi Museum

Kyoto National Museum
京都国立博物館
Myohoin Temple
SHICHIJO Stn.

P45

HIGASHIYAMA P31

清水五条駅

KIYOMIZU GOJO Stn.

L in

A

Takoyakushi

Rokkaku

Sanjo

Aneyakoij

二条城前駅

NIJO-JO MAE Stn.

Nijo

ra

東寺

14

Higashinotoin 東 洞 院 通

寺町通

JR
Na

Toji Temple

梅小路公園

Umekoji Park

京都水族館

Kyoto Aquarium

七条通

Gojo

四条大宮駅

SHIJO OMIYA Stn.

阪急京都線

Shichijo

丹波口駅

Oike

Sanjo-kai Shopping Arcade

Hankyu Railway
Kyoto Line

TAMBAGUCHI Stn.

嵐電嵐山線

Randen
Arashiyama Line

Shijo

二条駅

JR Sagano Line

千本通

Senbon

JR嵯峨野線

堀川通

Horikawa

Kintetsu Railway
Kyoto Line

NIJO Stn.

油小路通

Aburanokoji

富小路通

DOWN TOWN KYOTO P28-29

西洞院通

Nishinotoin

高倉通
Takakura
堺町通
Sakaimachi
Yanaginobanba 柳 馬 場 通

P19

新町通

Shinmachi

烏丸通

Karasuma

麩屋町通

二条城

大宮通

Omiya

室町通

Muromachi

御幸町通

Ebisugawa 夷 川 通

近鉄京都線

本線

京阪

Tominokoji
Fuyacho
Gokomachi
Teramachi

鴨川

Kamo River

河原町通

Kawaramachi
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DOWNTOWN KYOTO

Nijo

NIJOJO-MAE Stn.
二条城前駅

高倉通

東洞院通

Higasinotoin

Takakura

車屋町通

Kurumayacho

20 P21

京都国際マンガミュージアム

Oike

間之町通

烏丸通

Karasuma

Kyoto International Manga Museum

Ainomachi

両替町通

Ryogaemachi

Ogawa

Aburanokoji

押小路通

室町通

Oshikoji

Muromachi

新町通

Shinmachi

ANAクラウンプラザホテル京都

衣棚通

釜座通

Kamanza

ANA CROWNE PLAZA KYOTO

二条城

Koromonotana

西洞院通

Nishinotoin

Nijo Castle
(Nijo-jo)

小川通

油小路通

二条通

Subway Tozai Line

御池通

地下鉄東西線

KARASUMAOIKE Stn.
烏丸御池駅

Hotel Gimmond Kyoto
ホテルギンモンド京都

Villa Aneyakoji
姉小路別邸

Aneyakoji

姉小路通

Kyoto Kaleidoscope Museum
京都万華鏡ミュージアム

The Museum of Kyoto

Villa Sanjo Muromachi KYOTO

京都文化博物館

Books OGAKI

ヴィラ三条室町・京都

Sanjo-kai Arcade

大垣書店
烏丸三条店

京都三条会商店街

Sanjo

三条通

64

Mitsui Garden Hotel
Kyoto Sanjo
三井ガーデンホテル
京都三条

堀川通

P50

Rokkaku-do Temple
六角堂

Hotel Monterey Kyoto

Yaoichi Honkan

ホテルモントレ京都

八百一本館
六角通

Horikawa

Rokkaku

Wings Kyoto

Takoyakushi

蛸薬師通

Nishikikoji

錦小路通

P37

Misayama Park

地下鉄烏丸線

三井ガーデンホテル京都新町別邸

ウィングス京都

Subway Karasuma Line

Mitsui Garden Hotel Kyoto Shinmachi Bettei

御射山公園

42

Books OGAKI
大垣書店 四条店

LAQUE
Shijo Karasuma
LAQUE
四条烏丸

Hankyu Railway Kyoto Line
阪急京都線

Shijo

三井住友銀行

KARASUMA Stn.
烏丸駅

四条通

Tokyu Hands
Ikenobo Junior College
池坊短大

Mitsui Garden Hotel Kyoto Shijo

Sumitomo Mitsui
Daimaru Dept. Store
Banking Corporation
大丸

COCON
KARASUMA

三井ガーデンホテル京都四条

東急ハンズ

Bank of
TokyoMitsubishi UFJ

25 P24

三菱東京UFJ銀行

Ayanokoji

綾小路通

P20
P48

Bukkoji

仏光寺通

60

18

からすま
京都ホテル

下京署

28

高辻通

四条駅

Karasuma
Kyoto Hotel

Shimogyo
Police Station

Takatsuji

SHIJO Stn.

Hotel Nikko
Princess kyoto
ホテル日航
プリンセス京都

Bukkoji Temple
佛光寺

Shrine
Temple
Shopping arcade, Underground shopping arcade
Post office
Police station / Police box(Koban)
Seven Bank ATM(Please refer to P8)
￥1,000 Fine for smoking in prohibited areas
Smoking area

THE RITZ-CARLTON KYOTO
柳馬場通

富小路通

麩屋町通

御幸町通

寺町通

Yanaginobanba

Tominokoji

Fuyacho

Gokomachi

Teramachi

31

ザ・リッツカールトン京都

P33
Nijo

二条通

FORTUNE GARDEN KYOTO
フォーチュンガーデン京都

7
Kyoto Hotel Okura

Kyoto City Hall

63

京都ホテルオークラ

京都市役所

P16

P50

5

P15

KYOTO SHIYAKUSYO-MAE Stn.
Oike

京都市役所前駅

Zest Oike

御池通

姉小路通

27 P25
寺町専門店会商店街

Aneyakoji

Teramachi Shopping Arcade

ゼスト御池

Kyoto Royal
Hotel&Spa

Honno-ji Temple
本能寺

京阪鴨東線

堺町通

Sakaimachi

二条通

Keihan Railway Oto Line

Nijo

17 P19

京都ロイヤル
ホテル＆スパ

Tenshoji Temple
天性寺

SANJO KEIHAN Stn.
三条京阪駅

Sanjo Arcade
Sanjo

三条商店街

三条通

MOVIX Kyoto
MOVIX京都

P24
Mikihan
Ryokan

川端通

ミーナ京都

Nishiki Tenmangu Shrine
錦天満宮

KYOTO
TOURIST
INFORMATION
CENTER

Nishiki Market 錦市場
OPA

P51

66

鴨川

先斗町通

先斗町公園

Kamo River

28

木屋町通

蛸薬師通

Pontocho Park

Pontocho

P32

26

29 P32

Kiyamachi

Takoyakushi

P25

河原町通

P20

京都BAL

Kawaramachi

19

BAL KYOTO

ROUND1
ラウンドワン
新京極商店街

生祥児童公園

寺町京極商店街

Seisho Jido Park

Shinkyogoku Shopping Arcade

六角通

Teramachi Kyogoku Shopping Arcade

三木半旅館
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Gioji Temple
Seiryoji Temple
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Nisonin Temple
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Jojakkoji Temple
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HANKYU ARASHIYAMA Stn.

Forinji Temple

阪急嵐山駅

法輪寺

Iwatayama Park
岩田山公園
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Hankyu Railway
Arashiyama Line

Arashiyamahigasi Park

阪急嵐山線
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Hotel new Hankyu Kyoto

東塩小路公園

Bic Camera
ビックカメラ

京都タワー
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Porta

Mielparque Kyoto

京都駅前地下街 ポルタ

キャンパスプラザ

Higashishiokoji
Park

Kyoto Tower

京都新阪急ホテル
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Kyoto Tourist Information Center
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El Inn Kyoto
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Foreign Friendly TAXI stand
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Jishu Shrine
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Kiyomizu-dera Temple
清水寺
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Marutamachi
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KURAMA Stn.
鞍馬駅

KIFUNE Stn.
貴船駅

Eizan Railway
Kurama Line
叡山電車鞍馬線

Shrine

Post ofﬁce

Temple

Police station / Police box (Koban)

Shopping arcade, Underground shopping archade

Seven Bank ATM (Please refer to P8)

¥1,000 Fine for smoking in prohibited areas
Smoking area
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Located near Nishiki Market, this kyomachiya
townhouse cafe offers limited summertime specials of
fluffy and delicate shaved ice, dripping with a puree of
condensed fruity flavor. Raw mango (available at ¥1,100
until the end of August) is
a must-try. A sumptuous
menu item, it is loaded
with sweet and juicy apple
mango, and then topped
with a lightly sweetened,
homemade syrup.
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01 Omo Café
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DOWNTOWN KYOTO

omo café

MAP P

29 D-3
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TEL 075-221-7500
ADDRESS 京都市中京区錦小路通麩屋町上ル梅屋町 499
499 Umeya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-9:30pm (Last order) CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ￥1,200 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.secondhouse.co.jp/omoya2̲cafe-top.html

02 Ruban de Fruits An Cafe
kawaramachi main location

A

new

fruit sensation
er al

This innovative style of shaved ice is the talk
of Kyoto. The entire fruit is frozen and shaved.
The freshness of the fruit fi lls the mouth.
Because it relies on the natural sweetness of
the fruit, it is low calorie with lots of vitamins
and enzymes, making it popular with healthconscious individuals.
Be sure to try the superb balance of strawberry,
mango, and Delaware grapes in the Mixed Ice
(from ¥420 for the small takeout size).

Ruban de Fruits An Cafe 河原町本店
Wi-Fi

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

29 E-3

TEL 070-5662-8105
ADDRESS 京都市中京区河原町通三条下ル三丁目奈良屋町 291-3 商都ビル 1F
Shoto Bldg. 1F, 291-3 Naraya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Weekdays 12pm-6pm, Sat., Sun., and public holidays 12pm-7pm
CLOSED Open every day
PRICE Shaved Ice: Takeout (S) from ¥420, (M) from ¥630 and Dine-in from ¥500
SMOKING No WEB http://kyoryori.jp
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K

yoto boasts an abundance of famous stores selling kakigori,
Japanese shaved ice, also known as snow cones, that provide
everything from fresh fruit ﬂavors to Japanese-style offerings
perfectly suited to Kyoto, and even creations customized to suit the
unique style of individual connoisseurs. Pass the time deliciously and
enjoyably during Kyoto's hot summer with delightfully cool shaved ice!
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03 Yajikita
The specialty dish of this preeminent Kyoto cafe offering
Japanese-style sweets is the green tea and sweet bean shaved ice
with rice-flour dumplings, called shiratama ujikintoki in Japanese.
The limited summertime special shaved ice is the Shiratama
Cream Milk Ujikintoki (¥1,100). A homemade, coarse sweet bean
paste provides a base for the fluffy
ice, which is covered in a slightly
bitter, thick matcha green tea. Try
the Everything-On-It with all the
toppings including shiratama, ice
cream, condensed milk, coarse sweet
bean paste, and matcha green tea.
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DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P
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TEL 075-351-0708
ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通河原町下ル北市之町 240-2
240-2 Ichino-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-7pm (Last order: 6:30pm)
CLOSED Tue. (Next businessday if Tue. is a public holiday)
AVERAGE ￥800 SMOKING No
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04 NijoWakasaya

teramachi location

This well-established Japanese-style sweet shop offers
shaved ice called Iridescent Clouds (¥1,512). Patrons top
the shaved ice with any or all of five syrups that change
seasonally and include flavors, such as apple, kiwi, and
sweet sake. Also, enjoy the harmony of each of the five
to six types of fruit hidden inside the ice. The syrups
are made with seasonal fruits and traditional Japanese
ingredients, without the use of flavoring agents or
liqueurs, for a deliciously distinctive, old-fashioned taste.

二條若狭屋 寺町店

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

ENGLISH MENU

MAP P

29 E-1
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TEL 075-256-2280
ADDRESS 京都市中京区寺町通二条下ル榎木町 67
67 Enoki-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-5pm (Shop: 9am-6pm) CLOSED Wed.
AVERAGE ￥1,200 SMOKING No WEB http://www.kyogashi.info/
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POINT-AND-TALK CHART

TRAVEL / TRANSPORT
Where does this bus (train) go?

このバス（電車）はどこへ行きますか？

Where are tickets sold?

切符売り場はどこですか？

Where am I now?

今いる場所はどこですか？

How do I get to _ ?

̲ まで行くにはどうすれば良いですか？

Kono bus (densya) wa dokoe ikimasuka?

Kippu uriba wa doko desuka?

Ima iru basyo wa doko desuka?

̲

made iku niwa dousureba iidesuka?

SHOPPING
May I try this on?

試着してもいいですか？

How much is this?

いくらですか？

Can I use a credit card?

クレジットカードは使えますか？

Please give me a receipt.

領収書をください。

Shichaku shitemo iidesuka?

Ikura desuka?

Credit card wa tsukae masuka?

Ryoshusho o kudasai.

RESTAURANT
May I please see a menu?

メニューを見せてください。

What do you recommend?

おすすめの料理は何ですか？

Does this food have _ in it?

̲ は（食材の中に）入っていますか？

Please bring the check.

お会計をお願いします。

Menu o misete kudasai.

Osusume no ryori wa nandesuka?

̲

wa haitte imasuka?

Okaikei o onegai shimasu.

Beef

Pork

Lamb

Chicken

Fish

Wheat

Egg

牛肉

豚肉

羊肉

鶏肉

魚

小麦

卵

Gyūniku

Butaniku

Ramuniku

Toriniku

Sakana

Komugi

Tamago

Milk
牛乳

Gyūnyū

Get fluent in KYO-KOTOBA (Kyoto dialect)!

O-kini おおきに
Okibariyasu おきばりやす
Gottsuohan ごっつおはん
Kannin かんにん
Sainara さいなら

“Thank you”/arigato. Use it to express your gratitude.
“Don’t give up”/gambatte kudasai. Words of encouragement are meaningful.
“Thank you for the meal”/gochisosama. It is respectful to be thankful for food.
“I’m sorry”/gomennasai. It is nice to apologize quickly and sincerely.
“Goodbye”/sayonara. Use it to express good wishes when parting.

We hope you enjoy your trip to Kyoto!
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EXQUISITE JAPANESE "KYOTO BEEF" BRAND
RIVALING KOBE BEEF!

WAGYU BEEF LUNCH ACROSS THE STREET
FROM GION YASAKA-JINJA SHRINE

E

njoy reasonably priced, delicious Wagyu beef
at YAKINIKU ISHIYA, which is also frequented
by celebrities. The access and location of its
Gion restaurant is perfect. From the second floor, guests
can see YASAKA-JINJA
Shrine. The steak bowl
and hamburger that
are limited to the lunch
menu provide casual
dining, so drop in on a
break from sightseeing.
At night, enjoy highquality Wagyu beef at
other locations as well
for the total “Kyoto
beef” experience.

HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

26 C-2

33

YAKINIKU
祇園店

HIGASHIYAMA

GION LOCATION

MAP P

26 B-3

31

32

TEL 075-531-0290
ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町南側 539
539 Gion-machi, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-4pm, 5pm-12am CLOSED Irregular holidays
SMOKING Designated area (11:30am-4pm) WEB http://www.regee.com/

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

ISHIYA

34

WEST KYOTO
MAP P
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出町店

府庁前店

太秦店

DEMACHI LOCATION

KYOTO PREFECTURAL OFFICE LOCATION

UZUMASA LOCATION

TEL 075-752-2929

TEL 075-211-2929

TEL 075-384-2929

ADDRESS 京都市左京区田中下柳町 29

ADDRESS 京都市中京区丸太町通油小路東入ル

29 Tanaka Shimoyanagi-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto

横鍛冶町 99 ／ 99 Yokokaji-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市右京区太秦北路町 25-1
25-1 Uzumasa Kitaro-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 6pm-12am *Fri., Sat.: until 2am

OPEN 6pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)

CLOSED Thu.

CLOSED Tue.

OPEN 11:30am-2pm (Last order: 1:45pm)
5pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)

SMOKING Yes

SMOKING Yes

CLOSED Dinner time on Wed.

WEB http://www.regee.com/

WEB http://www.regee.com/

SMOKING Yes WEB http://www.regee.com/
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A 安井金比羅宮
YASUI KONPIRAGU
HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

31
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TEL 075-561-5127
ADDRESS 京都市東山区下弁天町 70
70 Shimobenten-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Free to browse any time of the day
CLOSED Open every day
ADMISSION Free
SMOKING No
WEB http://www.yasui-konpiragu.or.jp/en/

ஷߒ

B JEREMY & JEMIMAH
HIGASHIYAMA

A
MAP P

TEL 090-7357-3825
ADDRESS 京都市東山区下弁天町 51-4
51-4 Shimobenten-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-5pm
CLOSED Open every day
AVERAGE ￥600
SMOKING No
WEB http://jeremyjemimah.com/

Y
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ENGLISH MENU

WHY DO SO MANY PEOPLE CRAWL
THROUGH THIS SHRINE’S MEGALITH?
ASUI KONPIRAGU Shrine is famous for benefiting those who are
breaking off bad relationships and those who are initiating good
ones. Worshipers face the enkiri enmusubi ishi (literally, breaking off
relationships/initiating relationships stone) next to the main hall, which is 3
meters wide and 1.5 meters tall. The stone is an enormous megalith covered
in white slips of paper, creating a unique atmosphere. A hole in the stone's
center allows worshipers to crawl through the megalith while holding a piece
of paper called a katashiro with wishes they have written on them to end
bad relationships or to initiate good relationships. In the end, they paste the
katashiro to the stone. There is a constant line of people in front of the stone.
After concluding their visit to the shrine, people make a
B
stop at JEREMY & JEMIMAH, a store located on the side of
the path leading to the shrine that specializes in cotton
candy. The cotton candy sold here is large and photogenic.
You can enjoy nine types of original cotton candy (¥600)
made from granulated sugar developed and produced only
by this establishment, including matcha green tea, “black
honey” sugared syrup, and cherry rice cake.
For lunch, why not try the specialty set meal of premium dried soybean curd
at WASHOKU YUBARYORI HIGASHIYAMA
C
YUUZU? This restaurant’s standout dish is
dried soybean curd, called yuba, prepared
without any additives. Experience the popular
Yuuzu set meal (¥2,160) made with soybean
curd skimmed from the top of hot soybean milk
with generous amounts of seasonal ingredients.
For meat lovers, GION CALF steakhouse is perfect. The meaty and fi lling
Japanese black beef chopped sirloin lunch (¥3,000)
D
made with top-ranked Omi beef is very highly
rated. Enjoy the incomparable blend of sweet and
savory that is distinctive of the marbled Omi beef
in the refi ned elegance of a machiya townhouse.
Finally, spend time creating memories and
marveling at Hanamikoji-dori Street, which
features famous stores that are picturesque and
represent the essence of Kyoto.

31
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和食・ゆば料理 東山ゆう豆
WASHOKU YUBARYORI

HIGASHIYAMA YUUZU
HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

31
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-532-1019
ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町南側 570-218
570-218 Gionmachi south side,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-3pm (Last order: 2pm),
5:30pm-9:30pm (Last order: 8:30pm)
CLOSED Thu. (Open for lunch only on Sun.)
AVERAGE ￥2,160
SMOKING No
WEB http://higashiyamayuuzu.main.jp/

D

祇園

Calf

GION CALF
HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

31
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ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-541-7744
ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町南側 570-121
570-121 Gionmachi south side,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 12pm-2pm (Last order: 2pm),
5pm-10pm (Last order: 10pm）
CLOSED Sun. and public holidays
AVERAGE
￥3,000
￥20,000
SMOKING No
WEB http://www.gion-calf.com/

TAKUMI OKUMURA

GION OKUMURA

匠 奥村

祇園 おくむら

French and Japanese fusion food served in an old
renovated machiya townhouse. Sit down at the
counter or choose the more traditional kotatsu style
tables (placed over a sunken floor) for a different
and relaxing dining experience. Prior reservation
required.

Enjoy Kaiseki-style French cuisine at OKUMURA
GION. The menu includes Kyo-yasai (vegetables),
yuba beancurd skin and seasonal delights prepared
in the tradition of Western cuisine but presented
in a classical Japanese style. Sit behind the wooden
counter and observe the chefs in action.

ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

HIGASHIYAMA

TEL 075-541-2205

MAP P

31
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ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

HIGASHIYAMA

TEL 075-533-2205

MAP P

ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町南側 570-6

ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町北側 255

570-6 Gionmachi Minamigawa, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

255 Gionmachi Kitagawa, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 12pm-1:30pm, 5:30pm-9pm

OPEN 12pm-1:30pm, 5:30pm-9pm

CLOSED Open every day

CLOSED Open every day

PRICE

from ¥6,500

from ¥15,000 SMOKING No

PRICE

WEB http://www.restaurant-okumura.com/

from ¥5,000

31
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from ¥10,000 SMOKING No

WEB http://www.restaurant-okumura.com/

ORENOPAN
KARASUMA ORIGINAL LOCATION

GION LOCATION

ORENOPAN 烏丸本店

ORENOPAN 祇園店

Get a taste of Okumura’s French trained chefs’ original
and inventive kneaded creations! The line-up includes
bread and baked goods fl avored with Kyoto seasonal
ingredients such as yuzu, Japanese pickles or Houjicha
roasted green tea.

Frequented by Kyoto’s maikos, ORENOPAN GION
LOCATION’s signature bread is the original kare-pan.
A Japanese bun filled with beef curry, stewed to
perfection following the French recipe. Enjoy it as
take-out or inside the shop as sofa seats are available.

Wi-Fi
TEL 075-221-5522

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

28

C-3 42

ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

HIGASHIYAMA

TEL 075-525-3303

MAP P
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ADDRESS 京都市中京区錦小路通烏丸西入ル

ADDRESS 京都市東山区中之町 200

占出山町 320 小島ビル 1F
Kojima Bldg. 1F, 320 Uradeyama-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

カモガワビル 1F
Kamogawa Bldg. 1F, 200 Nakano-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 7am-7:30pm CLOSED Open every day

OPEN 11am-8pm CLOSED Tue.

WEB http://www.restaurant-okumura.com/

AVERAGE ¥850
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AVERAGE ¥1,000

WEB http://www.restaurant-okumura.com/
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A 法輪寺
HORIN-JI TEMPLE
ARASHIYAMA
MAP P
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TEL 075-862-0013
ADDRESS 京都市西京区嵐山虚空蔵山町
Arashiyama Kokuzoyama-cho, Nishikyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-5pm
ADMISSION Free
SMOKING No
WEB http://www.kokuzohourinji.com/
*FREE WI-FI, available from June (planned)

ອߒ

B

豆腐料理

松ヶ枝

TOFURYORI MATSUGAE
ARASHIYAMA

A

MAP P

WHY ARE PEOPLE CONNECTED TO THE IT
INDUSTRY GATHERING IN ARASHIYAMA?
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-872-0102
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵐山嵯峨天龍寺
芒ノ馬場町 3 ／ 3 Sagatenryuji Susukinobabacho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-5pm
In the sightseeing season, 10:30am-6pm
CLOSED Open every day
AVERAGE ¥2,778
SMOKING No
WEB http://www.arashiyama-yoshimura.com/matsugae/
*Displayed prices do not include tax.

P

eople in the IT industry seem to be attracted to a shrine located in
a temple in the sightseeing area of Arashiyama. The name of this
mysterious temple is HORIN-JI Temple. Within the temple precincts
is a Shinto shrine called DENDEN-GU Shrine, which enshrines the guardian
deity of electricity and radio waves. For this reason, individuals in the fields
of electricity and telegraphs, and railways pray for things, such as remaining
accident free or being successful in projects. The micro SD card amulet (¥1,200)
is also popular with visitors to the shrine. Image data of Kokuzo Bosatsu is
saved on the card to grant unlimited good fortune. The remaining space on
the card can be used for anything at all. This unique amulet is distinctive of
the digital age and is garnering a lot of attention.
For lunch, visit TOFURYORI
B
MATSUGAE located near
TOGETSUKYO Bridge to try the
aromatic soba dofu, boiled matcha
green tea tofu, and chilled tofu (from
¥2,130 +tax). The historical Meiji-era
Japanese house and beautiful garden
are also an attraction.
For those of you inclined to Western-style food, head to LE BOUCHON T for
Western fare and ethnic small plates.
C
The fi lling lunch set (from ¥1,944 to
¥2,268) comes with a main entree
of meat or fi sh, various side dishes,
soup, and a drink. It is a must-try.
Finally, visit HAKKOSHOKUDO
KAMOSHIKA HAKKO MARCHE.
This shop offers a premium selection of natural sweets and fermented
foodstuffs making use of the power
D
of fermentation. Be sure to order the
popular fermented chocolate tart (¥500)
in the eat-in dining area. Choose from
four types with fermented ingredients,
including blue cheese and sake lees,
added to the chocolate. Savor your
Kyoto trip while spending a sweet time.

30

C ル・ブション・T
LE BOUCHON T
ARASHIYAMA
MAP P
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ENGLISH SPOKEN
TEL 075-871-5323
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺瀬戸川町 17
17 Sagatenryuji Setogawa-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-7pm（Last order: 6:30pm）
Lunch: 11:30am-2:30pm
CLOSED Tue. and 4th Mon. of month
AVERAGE ¥2,000
SMOKING No
WEB http://bouchon-tournesol.com/
*Sales and service of food ends when ingredients run out.

D

発酵食堂 カモシカ 発酵マルシェ
HAKKOSHOKUDO KAMOSHIKA

HAKKO MARCHE
ARASHIYAMA
MAP P
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ENGLISH SPOKEN
TEL 075-748-0186
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺若宮町 21-2
21-2 Sagatenryuji Wakamiya-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-5pm
CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ¥1,500
SMOKING No
WEB http://kamoshika.kyoto.jp/

MUST-EAT ARASHIYAMA
GOURMET CUISINE

K

YOMISAISAI
ARASHIYAMA ANJU
serves creative
Japanese dishes
with the fi nest
ingredients Kyoto
has to offer yudofu (boiled
tofu), Kyoto beef, yuba (tofu skins)
and namafu (steamed wheat
gluten). Located on Arashiyama’s
main street across from the
entrance to the bamboo forest,
the restaurant is a fi ve-minute
walk from Togetsukyo Bridge.
The menu features a la carte don
rice bowls and 3,000 to 4,000 yen
courses with seven to nine dishes.
Large paper lanterns mark the location of ARASHIYAMA UDON OZURU.
The noodles - freshly
homemade every day
- have a smooth taste
and a springy texture.
Creative and popular
Arashiyama udon bowls
include Kyoto-style udon
and tempura udon with
namafu and yuba.

京味菜彩 嵐山 庵珠
KYOMISAISAI
ARASHIYAMA ANJU

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P
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For French cuisine made
with Kyoto vegetables
and other ingredients, try
ARASHIYAMA KOHAKUDOU. The European hotel
atmosphere is perfect
for relaxing after a long
walk through the Sagano
area. The menu features
the popular hamburger
steak and courses from
2,000 yen in addition to vegetarian options. With an
extensive dessert menu, the restaurant doubles as a cafe
for lighter eating.
Finish off the day with Japanese sweets in the special
seating area at ARASHIYAMA OBUU. Enjoy full views
of Arashiyama and Togetsukyo Bridge from these
sought-after seats, and savor the lip-smacking matcha
green tea and hojicha
roasted green tea parfaits
you will only fi nd in Kyoto. Matcha jelly, shaved
ice, and iced lattes are also
great ways to unwind.

嵐山 琥珀堂
ARASHIYAMA

KOHAKUDOU

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

ENGLISH MENU

ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-882-5521

TEL 075-861-0231

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺北造路町 48-3
48-3 Sagatenryuji Kitatsukurimichi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺立石町 1-4
1-4 Sagatenryuji Tateishi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

30
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OPEN 11am-8pm CLOSED Open every day

OPEN 11am-6pm *Extended hours during the spring and fall tourist seasons

AVERAGE ¥3,000 SMOKING No

CLOSED Irregular holidays

WEB http://www.turning.co.jp/

SMOKING Designated area (Terrace only) WEB http://www.turning.co.jp/

嵐山うどん おづる
ARASHIYAMA UDON

OZURU

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P
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嵐山 おぶう
ARASHIYAMA

OBUU

AVERAGE ¥1,500

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P
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ENGLISH MENU

ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-881-5514

TEL 075-872-9022

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺芒ノ馬場町 22-4
22-4 Sagatenryuji Susukinobaba-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺造路町 37-17 新八茶屋 2F
Shinpachichaya 2F, 37-17 Sagatenryuji Tsukurimichi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 11am-8pm
CLOSED Open every day

OPEN 11am-7:30pm (Last order: 7pm)
*Extended hours during the spring and fall tourist seasons

AVERAGE ¥990 SMOKING No

CLOSED Open every day

WEB http://www.turning.co.jp/

SMOKING No WEB http://www.turning.co.jp/

AVERAGE ¥1,000
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SPEND A BRIGHT SUMMER'S DAY
JUST MONKEYING AROUND

O

bserve and photograph Japanese macaques (also
called snow monkeys) in their natural habitat.
A convenient day trip while visiting Kyoto,
Arashiyama Monkey Park Iwatayama lets you view a troop
of wild monkeys as they feed, groom, and play.
The park is not a zoo. It is home to over a hundred monkeys
who journey from their nightly residence in the forest to
a hilltop feeding area during the day, affording them, and
you, a spectacular view of the city of Kyoto. It also offers
a window onto the primate's world. Each monkey has a
name, and its age and familial relationships are tracked,
providing valuable insight for primate researchers. Can
you identify your favorites from their photos decorating
the walls of the visitors hut?
Summer is beautiful with the fresh, greens of new growth.
It is also the season when the monkeys give birth,
providing you an opportunity to see their oh-so-adorable
babies. Hike the trail that leads from the park entrance
to the viewing area, where you can feed the monkeys by
hand. Fun for the whole family!

京都嵐山

モンキーパークいわたやま

ARASHIYAMA MONKEY

PARK IWATAYAMA

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P
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ENGLISH DISPLAY
JR Sagano Line

TEL 075-872-0950
ADDRESS 京都市西京区嵐山中尾下町61

61 Arashiyama Nakaoshita-cho, Nishikyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Mar.15-Sep.30: 9am-5pm (Last admission: 4:30pm),
Oct.1-Mar.14: 9am-4:30pm (Last admission: 4pm)
*There may be occasions when the park will be closed early due to daylight hours.

Arashiyama

Oi River

Nakanoshima Park

A
ra
sh
am

Hankyu
Arashiyama
Line

a

Arashiyama Monkey Park
Iwatayama Entrance

iy

Child (4 yrs old to 15 yrs old) ¥250

Randen
Arashiyama-Line

Togetsukyo Bridge

CLOSED Open every day (Except in case of heavy rainfall or typhoon)
ADMISSION Adult (Over 15 yrs old) ¥550,

Saga-Arashiyama

Nonomiya-jinja
Shrine
Tenryuji Temple

SMOKING No *Speciﬁed smoking areas at the entrance and top of the mountain.
WEB http://monkeypark.jp

For everyone's enjoyment and safety, please observe the park rules.
Summer is also hot, so do not forget drinks, towels, and other items to beat the heat.
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■

ACCESS

■
■

5-minute walk from Hankyu Arashiyama Station.
5-minute walk from Randen Arashiyama Station.
15-minute walk from JR Saga Arashiyama Station.

MATCHMAKING AT
SAGANO IN KYOTO
ISHIKAWA BAMBOO SHOP is located in the natural
beauty of Arashiyama, Kyoto. Since 1935, our shop
has specialized in the best bamboo products.
At the original location, there are over 1,000 items
on display. At the Shoryuen Shop, across from our
original location, you can watch artisans weaving
bamboo baskets and also partake in the experience.
京都・嵐山

いしかわ竹の店

KYOTO ARASHIYAMA ISHIKAWA

BAMBOO SHOP

ORIGINAL LOCATION
Wi-Fi

ENGLISH MENU

30
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Accepting
special prayer for
matchmaking

The Tale of Genji, The God of Love

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P
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NONOMIYA Shrine

35 Sagatenryuji Tsukurimichi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-6pm (April-November)
11am-5pm (December-March)

嵯峨野の宮

CLOSED Open every day

野宮神社

京都市右京区嵯峨野宮町 1
1 Saganomiya-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

WEB http://www.takenomise.com/index.html

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P
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ADDRESS Arashiyama Shoryuen 2F

(facing the original location)

TEL. 075-871-1972
E-mail：kakeno@jinja.or.jp
http://www.nonomiya.com/
Sagano Tour Starting Point: 5 min. walk from Arashiyama

RAMEN FILLED
WITH LOTS OF
ROASTED PORK

DO
PLEASE

Two types of ramen are available: shoyu (soy sauce)
and shio (salt). This popular ramen contains
absolutely no chemical fl avorings
or seasonings. It is ramen in the
Kyoto style with back fat added
to a chicken and pork bonebased soup. Choose from
their house-made, medium-thick, fl at noodles
or thin noodles. Their
specialty soy sauce
ramen is chock-full
of soft, chashu roasted
pork for ¥980.
らーめん

The charm will be
mailed to you after
a special prayer has
been said (¥1,000
including shipping)

Sagano Palace

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺造路町 35

TEL 075-861-5580

"MIYABI" CHARM

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

TEL 075-861-0076

SHORYUEN LOCATION

THE TALE OF GENJI

NOT

SMOKE
W

IT Y
YOTO C
ITHIN K

LIMITS!

¥1,000

fine

for smo
king in
pr
ohibited
areas

のん

RAMEN NON
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-525-8440

HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

ADDRESS 京都市東山区亀井町 59

59 Kamei-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-2:30pm, 5pm-11pm,
Sat., Sun., and public holidays: 11am-9pm
CLOSED Tue. (Open if Tue. is a public holiday)
PRICE from ¥780 SMOKING No
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The City of Kyoto has made it mandatory
not to smoke on the streets within the
city limits. The city has also established
"Public Non-smoking Areas" where street
smoking is strictly prohibited. Persons
smoking in a Public Non-smoking Area
will pay a ¥1,000 ﬁne.
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Shaheed Rupani

The Gion Matsuri

more than just a festival

K

yoto is known as the old capital of Japan.
People come here from all over the world
for its beauty, serenity and preserved
traditions. It has a special place in many Japanese
people’s hearts as well as mine. When you think of
summer in Japan, fi reworks and BBQs come to mind
but for me, it’s all about the Gion Festival.
This solemn and profound festival started 1148
years ago when plagues of cholera, malaria,
dysentery and other epidemics were distressing the
people of Kyoto. The emperor ordered 66 halberds
to be paraded around the streets to represent the 66
regions of Japan at that time. This was intended to
supplicate the malevolent spirits that were causing
the above misfortunes. It actually worked and
eventually became a yearly ritual. Overtime, the
halberds morphed into gorgeous floats and became
the place for rich kimono merchants to show off
their successes as the floats were extravagantly
decorated.
The festival spans the whole month of July with
various events and was accepted into UNESCO in
2009 as a Cultural World Heritage Event. Most
people would say that the highlights are the 2
grand processions that occur on the 17th and the
24th of July but there is so much more. The grand
parades are quite astonishing as the massive floats
are transported around the city. What isn't known
or realized is that there is much more going on
in the background to make this entire festival a
possibility. Picture this: a 12-ton float being built by
hand using only ropes and wood, then gorgeously
decorated with hand woven tapestries that are
hundreds of years old. 20 musicians, “hayashi,”
(aged 8~60ish) who have been practicing for 5
months, sit inside a space of about 4m² and play
for about 6 hours. This float is then pulled around
the city by 50 volunteers, who have had no practice
run for about the same duration in temperatures
reaching 35°C with a humidity of 90%. There are
actually 33 floats and this is only 1 of the hundreds
of events that occur during this time. It is truly
breathtaking.
This year will be the 16th year for me to participate
as a volunteer in the Gion Festival. It will be my
team’s honor to be parading the “Hakurakuten
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Arriving in Kyoto almost 2
decades ago from Canada,
Shaheed Rupani is still fascinated
with Kyoto’s culture, food and
nightlife. Join us every issue as
he shares his experiences with us.

Yama” float. This year’s team consists of 18 men
from all over the world. I can still remember my
fi rst time – it was pulling the heaviest float, the
“Tsuki Boko” or moon float. I didn’t know what was
happening but before I knew it we were moving
this gorgeous museum on massive wheels with our
bare hands. When we got to the fi rst corner, we
had to do a 90° turn to the left but the wheels didn’t
turn?!?! Suddenly, they started throwing water
on the ground and lining up bamboo slats and we
gave a tug. The colossal monument started turning
and everyone cheered. It wasn’t an easy day;
when we were done, I was depleted and borderline
dehydrated but I’ve done it again every year since.

Kyoto hasn’t been an easy place to assimilate into
– language problems, cultural misunderstandings
and many more, but during the month of the Gion
Festival, it seems like everyone in Kyoto is just
happy and forgiving. The town buzzes with an
invisible aura of euphoria
and it just feels good. The
streets in the center of town
are closed on the nights
before the grand parade
on the 17th, and there are
hundreds of night stalls
with street food, games,
drinks etc... The floats are
all lit up and some can be
entered for a small fee. This
is also a good time to get

your hands on a chimaki.
They are sold at most
of the floats and act as
protective amulets that
you put in front of your
house above the door to
ward off evil. I always get
one as well as a miniature
float every year.
I don’t know how long
my services for the Gion
Festival will be required
but I will continue to do
this for as long as I am
able to. If you’re in Kyoto
on the 17th, look for my team and me. You might
even see us on the nights before, at the Yoi Yama.

My recommended events to see
July 10 th

July 24th

Omukae Chochin

Ato Matsuri Junko

At about 4:30PM, children dressed up in old traditional
costumes come out of YASAKA-JINJA Shrine and walk down
Shijo Street to go towards City Hall where they perform a dance.

Grand Parade – latter festival – From 9:30AM starting at
Karasuma Oike to Shijo Karasuma

Mikoshi Arai
A portable shrine is brought down from YASAKA-JINJA
Shrine and is brought to Shijo Bridge, where it is purified by
the waters of the KamoRiver.

July 10 th - 14th
Saki Matsuri Hoko & Yama Tate - Float Building
The floats start being built early in the morning.

July 12th - 14th
Trial Pulling
The float construction is fi nalized and a trial pulling is
performed in the afternoon around 2PM. Anyone can join.
Give it a try!

July 14th - 16th
Yoi Yama
The evenings before the grand parade on the 17th - the city is
fi lled with people wandering around in awe at the beautifully
lit up floats.

July 17th
Saki Matsuri Junko

Hanagasa Junko
A parade comprised of Geiko and Maiko, children in
traditional garb, mikoshi and more that latches onto the end
of the Gion latter parade – from 10AM at Yasaka Shrine

Kanko Sai
The 3 mikoshi (portable shrines) that are sitting at the
OtabiSho (resting point) at Teramachi & Shijo are brought out
around 5PM and carried around the various communities.
You have to see it being brought down through the narrow
arcade of Nishiki – quite amazing. This festival event
fi nishes around midnight at YASAKA-JINJA Shrine with a
very mysterious ceremony – has to be seen to be explained.
Try to be there by 11PM if you can.

July 28th
Mikoshi Arai
A portable shrine is brought down from YASAKA-JINJA
Shrine and is brought to Shijo Bridge, where it is purified by
the waters of the KamoRiver and returned back to the shrine.

July 31st
Eki-Jinja Shrine Nagoshi Sai
A huge wreath is constructed at YASAKA-JINJA Shrine. It is
believed that going trough the wreath will remove bad fortune.

Grand Parade – prior festival – From 9AM starting at Shijo
Karasuma to Shinmachi Oike

July 21st - 23 rd
Ato Byobu Matsuri
Folding Screen Festival – some houses located in vicinities of
the displayed floats open the doors for onlookers to view the
auspicious folding screens.

There are many more and these are just a few
of the events I like to visit. Have a great time
and enjoy the festival with an open mind and
be prepared to have a very memorable time.
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IMMERSE YOURSELF in JAPANESE

FESTIVITIES

Daimonji 8pm

Funagata 8:10pm

Myo/Ho 8:05pm

Hidari Daimonji 8:15pm

Toriigata 8:20pm

Photograph provided by the Kyo-no-Tanabata Executive Committee

TA N A B ATA F E S T I VA L

SYMBOLIC MOUNTAIN BONFIRES

The “Legend of Tanabata” is a story that is known
throughout Japan. Orihime the Weaving Princess
and Hikoboshi the Cowherd, also known as the Vega
and Altair stars, are lovers who are able to meet
only one day each year on July 7 (August in Japan’s
old lunar calendar). The two main locations where
this Tanabata ceremony called Kyo-no-Tanabata
is performed are the Horikawa Site near NIJO-JO
Castle and the Kamogawa Site. At the Horikawa
Site, the Wishing Corner (fee-based) is available
for decoration by visitors with the colored tanzaku
strips on which they have written messages. Visitors
can also enjoy events, such as the recreation of the
Milky Way in the starry night sky using LED lights
called the “Milky Way of Light”. At the Kamogawa
Site, wind chimes in the shape of bells made using
traditional techniques including Kyoyaki and
Kiyomizuyaki are placed into bamboo baskets and
the illuminated wind chimes known as furinto are
lined up along the
river. The shrines
and temples in the
area are also offering
special night-time
visiting hours during
this period.

On the night of August 16, five ideographs and
pictures emerge on the mountains surrounding
the city of Kyoto. This traditional ceremony, which
is called Gozan Okuribi, heralds the end of Kyoto’s
summer. In Japan, there is a period in the summer
known as O-bon. It is a period in which the spirits
of the ancestors return to this world. August 16 is
generally considered the fi nal day of O-bon. It is
the day that the spirits return once again to the
otherworld. Traditionally in Japan, a custom of
sending off the spirits by lighting a fi re exists,
which is called “okuribi”, literally, “sending-off
fi re”. The Gozan Okuribi in Kyoto is an example of
this custom. The most famous of these fi res is the
ideograph for the word big (called Dai in Japanese),
which illuminates Higashiyama/Nyoigadake. At
8pm, this “big ideograph” is set alight, and the
mountains are illuminated, in order, heading west
at intervals of approximately five minutes. All the
inhabitants of
Kyoto think of
their ancestors,
face the sendingoff fi res silently,
with their hands
together.

京の七夕

京都 五山送り火

KYO-NO-TANABATA

KYOTO GOZAN OKURIBI

DATE Aug. 5 (Sat.) to 11 (Fri. and public holiday)

DATE Aug. 16 (Wed.)

(Horikawa and Kamogawa sites)

TIME from 8pm
(ideographs for each mountain is set alight every ﬁve minutes)

ILLUMINATION TIME 7pm-9:30pm
PLACE 堀川会場（御池通〜一条戻橋付近）
、鴨川会場（仏光寺通〜御
池通）他／ Horikawa Site (in the vicinity of Oike-dori Street to Ichijo
Modori-bashi), Kamogawa Site (Bukkoji-dori Street to Oike-dori
Street), and other locations

PLACE Higashiyama/Nyoigadake (Daimonji), Matsugasaki
Nishiyama/Higashiyama (Myo-Ho), Nishigamo Funeyama (Funagata),
Ookitayama (Hidari Daimonji), Saga Toriimoto Mandarayama (Toriigata)

ADMISSION Free (Horikawa and Kamogawa sites)

TEL 075-343-0548 Kyoto Tourist Information Center (Kyo Navi)

TEL 075-222-0389 (Kyo-no-Tanabata Executive Committee Oﬃce)

WEB For the locations of the ﬁve mountains and the illumination
times, see here. https://www.kyokanko.or.jp/okuribi/enkaku̲e.html

WEB http://www.kyoto-tanabata.jp/en/
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ADMISSION Free

IMMERSE YOURSELF in JAPANESE

CULTURE

C O O K I N G J A PA N E S E F O O D

TEA CEREMONY

Two locations are available: WAKWAK-KAN,
located in Nakagyo-ku ward in a renovated
kyomachiya townhouse, and KYOTO-WASHINKAN, a handicapped-accessible building in
Higashiyama-ku ward. Visitors can enjoy various
cultural experiences based on the theme of the “Real
Kyoto”. At the KYOTO-WASHIN-KAN, classes let
participants experience preparing Japanese food,
such as sushi rolls, Kyoto’s traditional household
cuisine known as obanzai, and teriyaki chicken,
and are available for same-day participation. This
is a recommended experience because participants
are taught in English not only about the method of
food preparation,
but also about the
food culture of
Kyoto. Experience
the taste of
Kyoto while
simultaneously
learning about
life in this city.

Chado, or the tea ceremony, provides a deep
understanding of the Japanese spirit of hospitality.
TEA CEREMONY NAGOMI established a store
on the slope of NINEN-ZAKA in the preeminent
Kyoto sightseeing locale of Higashiyama to offer
the tea ceremony experience in English. After
the staff demonstrates the artistry of the tea
ceremony, participants prepare the matcha green
tea themselves. The matcha green tea made using
tea from GION TSUJIRI, established 150 years ago,
spring water from Fuji-Sanroku, and kyomizuyaki
ware tea bowls is exceptional. The Japanese
confections provided by
TSUBONEYA RISSHUN,
which is patronized by
KIYOMIZU-DERA Temple,
enable participants to
experience a delicious and
authentic tea ceremony.

京都和心館

HIGASHIYAMA

KYOTO-WASHIN-KAN
ENGLISH SPOKEN

MAP P

27 C-6
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Wi-Fi

TEL 075-212-9993

茶道体験 なごみ和
TEA CEREMONY EXPERIENCE
TEA CEREMONY NAGOMI
ENGLISH SPOKEN

MAP P

31

2

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-205-4538
ADDRESS 京都市東山区桝屋町 349-7 神田竹細工店 2F
Kanda Bamboo Work Shop 2F, 349-7 Masuya-cho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-6pm

ADDRESS 京都市東山区大和大路通正面下ル大和大路 1 丁目 533-3
533-3 1-chome Yamato-oji, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

CLOSED Open every day

OPEN 9am-6pm CLOSED Open every day

SMOKING No

SMOKING No WEB http://wakjapan.com

WEB http://kyoto-nagomi-tea.com

OPEN From 9am-6pm
(to be discussed at time of reservation)

HIGASHIYAMA

OPEN From 10am, 11am, 1pm, 2pm, 3pm, 4pm, 5pm
TIME REQUIRED Approx. 45 minutes

TIME REQUIRED Approx. 90 minutes

PRICE ¥2,300 for one, ¥2,000 for children under 12

PRICE ¥8,208 for one, ¥6,048 for two.

CAPACITY From 1 person

CAPACITY From 1 person

RESERVATION Required via telephone, e-mail (info@kyotonagomi-tea.com), or the website.
*A cancellation fee applies for same-day cancellations.

RESERVATION Required by telephone or on the website.

*A cancellation fee applies for same-day cancellations.
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Tours of Kyoto state guest house offered in English

A MODERN JAPANESE
ARCHITECTURAL MASTERPIECE

Fuji-no-Ma

T

he light shimmering off the pond is reflected on
the shoji paper screens beyond a door crafted
from 700-year-old Japanese zelkova. On a clear
day, the incandescent rays of the morning sun are just
one of features of the KYOTO STATE GUEST HOUSE
that creates the optimal space for its guests. As you
step into the light, do not forget to take a deep breath.
It is the moment that the fragrance of the 700-yearold forest envelopes you. In 2005, the KYOTO STATE
GUEST HOUSE was erected inside the Kyoto Imperial
Gardens to provide hospitality for state and oﬃcial
guests. A fusion of historical architectural styles and
modern building techniques resulting in a modern
interpretation of traditional Japanese architecture,
this state guest house conveys the aesthetic awareness
of the Japanese people to dignitaries from around the
world. The traditional woodworking skills handed
down long ago
from a master to
his apprentice have
now come alive.
A tapestry woven
with the traditional
skill of tsuzure-ori
Yubae-no-Ma
weaving replicates
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the mountains and beautiful flora of Kyoto as if it were
a painting. In the Japanese dining room, a 12-meter
Japanese lacquer table reflects the surrounding
scenery in its shiny surface like a mirror. The harmony
of the architecture and the garden is one concept of this
guest house. Visitors can enjoy the scenery provided by
the garden in each of the fours seasons while listening
for the echo of
the stories it tells
reverberating in
their hearts. This
garden excites
the imagination
on a sunny day,
a rainy day, a
summer day, or a
winter morning.
Kiri-no-Ma
Not only do
Kyoto’s 21stcentury artisans preserve traditions, but
they are also constantly challenging themselves to
master new skills. Please visit the KYOTO STATE GUEST
HOUSE, a place where visitors can experience the
aesthetic of the Japanese people, created and enhanced
by these artisans. Be a VIP guest for a one-hour tour by
the CITY OF KYOTO VISITORS HOST.

The Main Entrance

Garden

Images are for illustrative purposes only and may diﬀer from actual tour content.

City of Kyoto Visitors Host

勝見優子 Yuko Katsumi (YUKO)
Even though Kyoto is the place I live, I still discover
something new every day. Why not take a stroll
through the silent lanes in the Kyoto morning to
have some pancakes? Let me help provide the type
of trip that lets you feel the heartbeat of the city.

Covered bridge

京都迎賓館

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

KYOTO STATE GUEST HOUSE
ENGLISH BROCHURE

MAP P

26 B-3

ENGLISH GUIDED TOUR
58

Wi-Fi

TIME 12pm-1pm (Meeting Time: 11:30am)
ADMISSION Adult: ￥1,500, Middle or High School Student: ￥700

ADDRESS 京都市上京区京都御苑 23 ／ 23 Kyoto Gyoen, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto
CLOSED Wed. SMOKING No
WEB http://www8.cao.go.jp/geihinkan/kyoto/kyoto-e.html
*See the KYOTO STATE GUEST HOUSE website for details on when it is open.
*It may be closed to the public when hosting state or oﬃcial guests.

*Only students in middle school grades or above
(individuals born prior to April 1, 2005) are admitted.
*Advanced reservations on the KYOTO STATE GUEST HOUSE website
(https://form.cao.go.jp/kyoto̲geihinkan/en̲opinion-0063.html) are required.
(Same-day reservations are possible if space is available.)

KYOTO CITY BUS About a 7-minute walk from Furitsu-Idai Byoin mae bus stop (Recommended: Route No. 4, 17, and 205 via
Kawaramachi Street from Kyoto Station / Route No. 3, 4, 17, 37, 59 and 205 from Kawaramachi Station of Hankyu Railway)

ACCESS

SUBWAY About a 15-minute walk from Imadegawa Station (exit No.3) of Karasuma Line
KEIHAN RAILWAY About a 20-minute walk from Demachiyanagi Station of Keihan Oto Line
TAXI About a 5-minute walk from Teramachi Hirokoji Street

BOOK YOUR PERSONAL KYOTO SPECIALIST GUIDE
ht t p: // w w w. k y o t o v i s it o r s ho s t .c o m /e n /

How to use the search site
1 SEARCHING

2 RESULTS / DETAILS

3 CONTACT SCREEN

Specify the conditions of the
search, such as the date and
language, and perform the search.

Select the guide you would like to
request from a list of matching guides
to see a detailed profile and availability.

Enter the desired date and time, language,
number of people and any other
information before submitting the inquiry.
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BRING HOME A PIECE OF KYOTO
The
he wo
w
wom
women who sing and dance in traditional tatami mat rooms wearing
b
beautiful
kimonos with their faces painted white and who are easily
recognizable by their distinctive hairstyles are called “Geiko” or “Maiko.”
“Maiko” are young girls who are apprentices and have not yet become “Geiko.”
They are a symbolic presence in Kyoto. Possessing merchandise with a
Maiko motif can make any woman feel the essence of Kyoto as represented
by the elegance and refi nement of the beloved fi gure of these women.

All prices include tax (as of May 2017)

A

A

B

おちゃのこさいさい 産寧坂本店

HIGASHIYAMA

OCHANOKO SAISAI

MAP P

SANNEIZAKA MAIN LOCATION

This hot spice is enough to make even the
graceful Maikos to cry, “Hii, hii.” A blend
of several types of spices, including sansho
or Japanese pepper, golden sesame, and
shiso, called “Shichimi (Seven Spices)” is
added to habanero spice. Even in the midst
of the hotness, the scent of the sansho
is present for an authentic Kyoto taste.
Recommended for people who love hot
and spicy food or for those who want to
add a little spice to their everyday meals.
MAIKO-HAN HII HII (¥702 for one can)
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スーベニアショップ

レックコート

SOUVENIR SHOP LEC
ENGLISH SPOKEN

COURT

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

28 C-4

Wi-Fi

ENGLISH SPOKEN
TEL 075-371-0111
TEL 075-531-2144
ADDRESS 京都市東山区清水三丁目 316-4

316-4 Kiyomizu 3-chome, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-6pm
CLOSED Open every day
SMOKING No
WEB http://www.ochanokosaisai.com
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ADDRESS 京都市下京区烏丸通四条下ル からすま京都ホテル 1F
KARASUMA KYOTO HOTEL 1F,
Karasuma Shijo, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 8am-9pm CLOSED Open every day
SMOKING No
(Smoking room available in 2nd Floor lobby)
WEB http://karasuma.kyotohotel.co.jp/index.html
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B

Fragrant sesame oil and high-quality
salt are added to nori seaweed. Great
for beauty and health, it pairs equally
well with white rice or wine. The
pouch sports a cute drawing of a Maiko
and can be used as a small purse. The
work of painter Shinji Osugi, who
specializes in painting Maiko, it makes
a great gift that is sure to please. Maiko
Nori Seaweed 3 bags x 9 pcs, with
pouch 25 cm x 24 cm (¥600)

C

D

Accessorize with it, write with it —
either way, it is an adorable Click-type,
ballpoint pen. The pen tip appears
at the feet. There is a large variety of
characters, including samurai warriors,
sumo wrestlers, and geisha, but the
“Maiko” is the must-have Kyoto souvenir.
The pouting lips on the cute face and the
fi gure bedecked in a bright kimono will
cheer up anyone. It is sure to be a welcome
present. JaPENs, 12.5 x 2.2 cm (¥648 each)

Sold at post oﬃces throughout Japan. Postcards
resembling the typical food or famous sites
of each of the prefectures in Japan are being
sold in each prefecture for a limited time.
These postcards are popular as souvenirs
and a reminder of your trip. One of the cards
representing Kyoto is the “Kyoto Maiko.” It pictures
the endearing Maiko from behind. “Kyoto Regional
Form Card Maiko” 100 x 170 mm (¥185 per card)
*A ¥120 stamp is required when mailing within Japan.
*Please put in an envelope when mailing outside of Japan.
(The postage varies depending on the region.)

C

D

のレン 祇園本店

HIGASHIYAMA

NOREN GION MAIN LOCATION

MAP P

ENGLISH SPOKEN
TEL 075-551-9388
ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町南側 582-1F

582 Gionmachi south side, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10:30am-10pm
CLOSED Open every day
SMOKING No
WEB http://noren-japan.jp/en/
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京都中央郵便局
KYOTO CENTRAL POST OFFICE

KYOTO STATION AREA
MAP P

30

62

TEL 075-365-2471
ADDRESS 京都市下京区東塩小路町 843-12
843-12 Higashishiokoji-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Weekdays 9am-9pm
Sat., Sun., and public holidays 9am-7pm
CLOSED Open every day SMOKING No
*Electronic Customer Service Kiosk
(available in English, Korean, and Chinese)
*Also sold at other post oﬃces in the prefecture.
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TOGIYA

旬菜ダイニング

十祇家

SEASONAL VEGETABLE CUISINE
Original vegetable dishes created with generous helpings of
seasonal vegetables. The owner visits farms himself to select
the best, freshest local vegetables for each dish. The salads and
seiro-mushi bamboo steamer dishes exhibit the essence of each
vegetable and are popular with Japanese and non-Japanese alike.

本店

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

MAIN LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

MAP P

29 E-1
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Wi-Fi

TEL 075-241-2788
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通御池上ル上樵木町 496 アイル竹嶋 1F
Aisle Takeshima 1F, 496 Kamikoriki-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm) CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ¥3,500 SMOKING Yes WEB http://togiya-dining.com/

烏丸三条店

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

KARASUMA SANJO LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

MAP P

28 B-2
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Wi-Fi

TEL 075-256-5177
ADDRESS 京都市中京区三条通室町西入ル衣棚町 59-2 2・3F
2F/3F, 59-2 Koromonotana-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 12pm-1:30pm(Mon. to Fri. only), 5pm-10:30pm (Last order: 9:30pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays on Sun.

AVERAGE ¥3,500

SMOKING No smoking from 12pm to 1:30pm WEB http://iyasaka-dining.com/

GET the ITEM SELECTED and
RECOMMENDED by BOOKSTORE STAFF !
Get an introduction to foreign language books recommended
by the staff of the OGAKI SHOTEN bookstore, a favorite of
the residents of Kyoto. Reading their recommended books is
sure to enhance your love of Kyoto and Japan!

OGAKI SHOTEN endeavors every day to
ﬁ nd interesting foreign language books
to achieve its goal of being one of the
"sacred sites" that is a must-visit when
coming to Kyoto. The staff at OGAKI
SHOTEN caters to visitors looking for
books in languages other than Japanese.
Foreign Language Books Supervisor

Yutaka Katsuki

大垣書店 京都ヨドバシ店
OGAKI SHOTEN
KYOTO YODOBASHI LOCATION

KYOTO STATION AREA
MAP P

30
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Wi-Fi
TEL 075-371-1700
ADDRESS 京都市下京区烏丸通七条下ル塩小路町 590-2 京都ヨドバシ 6F
Kyoto Yodobashi 6F, 590-2 Shiokoji-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-10pm

PAPER SUMO, TRADITIONAL
JAPANESE FUN MAKES
GREAT SOUVENIR!
Sumo, the national sport of Japan, is a competition
between two sumo wrestlers called rikishi in a
raised, dirt sumo wrestling ring. "Paper Sumo" is
a game in which paper dolls in the shape of these
bold wrestlers are placed on a platform and made
to compete by tapping the platform to create
oscillations that make the dolls move. Become
immersed in a unique Japanese world with 39
paper dolls, including historical sumo wrestlers
as well as
characters who
appear in tales
of old Japan, like
demons, fairy
tale characters,
and heroes
of folklore.
Makes a perfect
souvenir!

CLOSED Open every day
WEB http://www.books-ogaki.co.jp/stores/ogaki-yodobashi/
*Foreign language book corner is available.
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PAPER SUMO (TONTON KAMIZUMO)
CHRONICLE BOOKS JAPAN / ¥1,944

K YO T O A R T I S T

MINI-FLOAT ARTISAN

YOSHIYUKI
NAKAYAMA

ART IS IN THE DETAILS
MINIATURE FESTIVAL FLOATS

O

ne of Japan’s three most famous festivals is
the Gion Matsuri Festival. The highlight of the
festival is the procession of 33 floats adorned
in a rich pageantry of decorative items and works
of art. These floats are called yamahoko. Miniature
versions of these yamahoko are created by the CEO
of NAKAYAMA DOGAN Yoshiyuki Nakayama. The
creation of miniatures remains unchanged. The work is
specialized, and the miniatures are made by hand. The
small parts, such as the ceramic dolls in the Kyoto-style
and artificial flowers, are fashioned by each artisan,
and then joined to assemble one miniature. Now the
third-generation head of the business, Nakayama
previously worked at a publishing company. Upon the
sudden death of the previous head of the business, he
decided it was time to continue the family business.
He did not want the traditional production of folk toys,
which employs skills that have been handed down from
preceding generations,
to be allowed to be lost to
future generations. First, he
started exhaustive research
into each of the yamahoko
floats. Each of which has a

unique history and
origin, and grants
some advantage
or good fortune. For example, there is the JOMYO YAMA
float (on left in photograph) on which rides shintai, the
embodiment of the Shinto gods in the form of beings or
objects of worship enshrined in or on the float. In this
case, the two fi gures of one warrior leaping over another
gives the appearance of movement. Because it depicts
the battle at the bridge over the Uji River occurring in
the fi rst chapter of “The Tale of Heike”, the float is said to
bring victory. While contemplating the episode or story
concerning each of these yamahoko floats, Nakayama
continues to create folk toys that appeal to the hearts
and minds of everyday people.

京人形

田中彌

KYONINGYO TANAKAYA

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

29 D-3
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Wi-Fi
TEL 075-221-1959
ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通柳馬場東入ル立売東町 9
9 Tachiuri Higashi-machi, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-6pm CLOSED Wed.
PRICE Miniature Yamahoko Floats from ¥3,240 SMOKING No
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The website delivers the secrets to making a trip
to Kyoto even more fun from the perspective of
natives and foreigner residents living in Kyoto.
Includes lots of information not available in the
Why KYOTO? magazine. Please take a look!

L-KNOW

http://www.why.kyoto/
why kyoto

FOLLOW US!

「 W h y K Y O T O ?」へ の 広 告 の 申 込 み・御 見 積 りの ご 依 頼 は こちらか ら 。 お 気 軽 に お 問 合 わ せく だ さ い 。
ご連絡先
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075-255-7263（株式会社リーフ・パブリケーションズ）

媒体資料

https://www.leafkyoto.net/advertising/

